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Viet War Topic
%%ill discuss the
r
Vietnam W.Iir tonight in ICI II
at 7:30. Emphasized tvill be the
’National Liberation N’ r o n t.
North Vietnam, and his reeent
visit lt) Hanoi.
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Miner Accepts
Clark’s Action
On Athletics
A.S. Pres. Dick Miner, who Friday
gave Pres. Robert D. Clark a Monday deadline for action on the Athletic Investigation Comrnittee report,
yesterday expresed agreement with
the way Dr. Clark is handling the
matter.
His stance has moderated, he said,
as a result of a memo received Monday from Pres. Clark. Miner said the
memo indicated the SJS president is
"aware of the urgency of the problem."
The memo was sent April 22, but was
not received by Miner until April
28, precipitating his demands to Clark.
Miner met with Pres. Clark yesterday to discuss the memo. He thinks
Pres. Clark is committed to rectifying
arty inequities within the athletic program which relate to recruiting policies and the granting of financial aid.
APPROPRIATE BODY
"He feels a.s I do that the appropriate body to handle t.he drafting of a
new policy to deal with these situation.s is the newly created athletics
board," Miner said.
Miner also agrees policies must be
initiated as swiftly as possible in order
to preclude the possibility of future
inequities.
Miner said he had spoken to committee chairman Rich Van Winkle
about the urgency of settling the matter. Miner said he hopes new policies
for the athletic department. can he
implemented prior to the summer re-,
cess, becau.se he fears a drag over the
summer and does not want to see repetition of difficulties.
NOT SATISFIED
"I am not satisfied with it taking
five months just to get this far, but if
we can get to the bottom of the situation by the end of next month, I think
v..e will have achieved significant results," Miner stated.
Pres. Clark has mad the interim
report of the athletic investigation
committee and has asked them to 11
submit names of a suitable number
of athletes vvhose cases illustrate the
committee’s conclusions, 2) develop a
system of records which will automatically review t.he operation of the
athletic program, and 31 is asking the
dean of students to explain his "functional responsibility in the determination of eligibility for athletes."
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A.S. Election Ballot A.S. Election Turnout Large;
Students voting today v411 be dealing with two ballots. On
ballot No. 1, given to all students, are listed the Associated
Students (A.S.) president, vice president and treasurer candidate slates. On the flip side of the A.S. Executive ballot are
listed the hopefuls for A.S. attorney general and Academic
Council.
The second ballot is color-keyed by divisional standings.
Freshmen and sophomores will receive a blue striped ballot
and vote for four lower division seats on A.S. council. Juniors
and seniors will vote for 11 candidates on a red striped ballot.
Graduate students will pick five candidates on the green striped
ballot.
Positions and candidates, in order of appearance on the
ballot are:
A.S. PRESIDENT, VICE PRESIDENT, TREASURER
A.R.M.
Dave
Mike
John

2.
New Liberal Coalition
Jeff Mullins
Stephen M. Reed
Ed Pinter

Party
Aiiman
Rutz
Murphy

4. United
Campus Community
Bill Langan
John Merz
Reggie Toren

3.
fhe Good Guys
Jim McMasters
Rob Foss
Robert O. Kelley

5.

6.

Change by Sense
New Direction
E. Merles Alaimo
Grady Robertson
Andrew A. McDonald
Norm Ishimoto
David Newbarr
Jirn Baldridge
A.S. ATTORNEY GENERAL

I. Sandy Heller

2. S. James Burch

3. Roger E. Olsen 4. Larry McCloud

ACADEMIC COUNCIL (2)
I.

James Edwards

2. Tim Fitzgerald

Balloting To Continue Today

By JUDY RICKARD
Daily Staff Writer
Despite muddled campaign issues, an
abundance of candidates, student
apathy and/or fair weather conflicts
of interest, more students marked their
ballots in A.S. elections yesterday than
in the first day of voting in last
spring’s A.S. primary election.
A total of 692 students had voted
by the 3:30 p.m. closing of the bookstore voting booth. Balloting at the
Seventh Street and Science Building
quad booth by 7:30 p.m. brought the
day’s total to 2,641 votes cast,
Last spring, 1,800 votes were cast
on the first day of balloting. A twoday total vote of 3,397 sent candidates
John Graham and Dick Miner into an
A.S. president runoff.
Voting for A.S. three-man slates,
council spots. attorney general, and
Academic Council and A.S. Council
representatives continue today, Polls,
open at 8:30 a.m., are located by the
bookstore, on Seventh Street, and in
the Science Building quad. The bookstore booth closes at 3:30 p.m., with
the others closing at 7:30 p.m.
A.S. executive officers -- president,
vice president, treasurer and attorney
must br (sleeted by a mageneral

LOWER DIVISION (4)
I. Irma Balderas
4. Steve Takakuwa
7. Jeff Potts

2. Pamela Hubbard
5. John O’Neil
8. Brenda Johnson
11. Leander Jimenez

10. Alfred Sanchez

3. Richard Deucher
6. Tyrone Wade
9. Martin Oliver.

UPPER DIVISION ( 11)
1.
4.
7.
10.
13.
16.
19.
22.
25.
28.

Henry Delgedillo
H. A. Madhi
Joel Fritsche
Edward Persike
Rev. Ron Harbeck
Behrooz Moeen-Ziai
Mike Gazin
Richard Van Winkle
James M. Lee
Dale Smiley

2
5.
8.
11.
17.
20.
23.
26.
29.

Alfrieda Smith
Karla Baker
Addie Intel
Karla Hienz
Lynch Pinerns
Craig Carbrey
William G. Schwan+
Dick Chirnnti
John Herlihy
Roy Heath

3
6
9
12
15
18
21
24
27.
30.

Terry Speuer
Grog Ball
Mike Eklund
Brian B. Lewis
Larry Lundberg
Bob Watson
Rene Welti
Juan Oliverez
Ralph Portillo
Bob Bernadas

GRADUATE DIVISION (5)
I. Selven Anderson
4. Robbie Schnitzer
7. Joseph Descalla Jr.

2. Bob Willich
5. Michael Buckley
8. Noreen Futter
10. "Flash"

3. Sean Arniot
6. Daryoush Mostofi
9. Mallik Abdullah

New Union Contract
Being Written Up
A new contract, involving 10 lanes
of remanufactured equipment for t.he
new College Union at a price of $68,000,
is presently being written up by Brunswick, Inc. according to Ronald C. Barrett, director of the College Union.
The original contract vvith Brunswick called for 14 lanes of new equipment at an approximate $110,000 cost.
This contract had to be changed, however, after the College Union Board
of Governors (CURGi voted last month
to change the alley from 14 to 10
lanes.
As it will
written, the 10 lanes
of remanufactured equipment, carrying the same guarantee its new lanes,
would cost $68,000.
Installation of the lanes will begin
as soon as Brunswick returns the new
contract and College officials sign.

jority vote. Academic and A.S. Council
representatives are elected with a
plurality vote.
A run-off election, if necessary, will
be held next week. Dates will be determined by the Election Board, according to Chairlady Jo Ann King.
Miss King noted that "the election
is going very well. There’s good voter
turnout at all the booths." The bookstore booth, "usually the slowest," had
a good return yesterday, she indicated.
Most candidates were optimistic yesterday afternoon. A.R.M. slate leader
Dave Aikman was "impressed by the
large voter turnout." He thinks student involvement "Is indicative of the
things done this year. For a change,
people are concerned."
Jeff Mullins, New Liberal Coalition
presidential hopeful, said "There’s no
way to tell what the voting has been
- I’m still a very dark horse." He
thinks the voter turnout is "small"
and doesn’t "think mom than 4,800
voters vvill turn out."
The Good Guys candidate Jim McMasters was "happy with the way
things are going." He thinks the "voter
response is great," and attributes it to
"the interest caused by the last administration."
Bill Langan, presidential candidate
of United Campus Community, is
"optimistic." He wants to "start getting those who started out with us
into working with and creating things
they would like."
Change By Sense party leader E.
Marles Alaimo is "confident." She
thinks "people want to get involved
in student government and have themselves represented." Miss Alaimo thinks
voters "believe their votes mean something this year."
New Direction leader Grady Robertson wits "surprised at the large turnout." He "is happy a lot of people are
conmrned about something, hopefully
a new direction."
Write-in candidate Juan Antu thinks
his "Progressive Student Coalition
party presented hardline ideas contrary to traditional politics." He "hopes
the PSC slate created competition in
the election."
Kambiz Gootan thinks "voting results show student apathy," which is
caused by "slates that don’t represent
students." He said "people don’t have

Title 5 Violation

A.S. Judiciary Judges Terrell Case
Ky CANDY BELL
Daily Political Writer
After three delays, Lonnell Terrell’s case was finally heard tviondity before the Associated Students
A S. Judiciary’.
Terrell was charged with a violation of Title 5 of
the California Education Code and the SJS Statement
on Student Rights and Responsibilities. The charge
amse from the alleged disruption of a lab in S207 on
Nov. 26 in the heat of a student strike.
Marie Shavel, a student in the class, testified three
students came into the ,!lass and asked class members
tn kiln the strike. An argument ensued, and the three
strikers denatusted that the cla.ss tither be "for them

or .igainst them." Discu.ssion ended when a elass
member wrote, "We are against you," on the blackboird. Miss Shrivel said the incident lasted about five
minutes and the instructor (lid not demand that. the
strikers leave. Lab work was resumed, she said. At
first, Nliss Shave’ said she was vertain Terrell was
one of the three who entered the classroom.
However, when Mel Whitfield, who represented
Terrell, asked Miss Shavel if she wits aware there
is another albino Black on campus. she said she
wa.sn’t and that she could have been confused on the
Went ity.
An identity probleni also arose when the report
from the San Jose Police Department was presented.
’rerrell was recently found guilty on a battery charge

stemming from the same day’s activities. At his civil
trial, the poliee officer involved admitted he wasn’t
sure Terrell was the person who struck him because
of his resemblance to other albino Blacks.
Mel Whitfield. who represented Terrell at the Judiciary trial, said the police report was invalid since
the police officer was so unsure about Terrell’s identity.
Terrell was placed on two years’ probation with
the condition that he serve 21 days in the county. jail
on consecutive week -ends.
The trial hacl been delayed onee when Judiciary
was not complete, once on the request of an attorney,
MI once svhen Terrell faded OD appear.

the right to vote for whom they want."
John Prescott, disqualified Universal
Life Party leader, "knows there’s no
way to tell how many votes we’ve
got." He noted that "lots of candidates
have taken stands on lots of good
Issues."

Council Adopts New
Upper Division Policy
Students no longer will be required
to complete 40 units of upper division
credit only in their junior and senior
years.
But don’t jump too fast -- they
still must be completed. A new policy
adopted Monday by Academic Council,
however, allows the 40 upper division
units to be taken in the freshman and
sophomore years as well.
According to Bill Gustafson, chairman of the Curriculum and Instruction
Committee, the change will provide
greater flexibility in the curriculum,
allowing students capable of proceeding faster to obtain credit.
"The change also brings the SJS
catalog in line with Title 5 requirements, where no such restrictions
exist," Gustafson said.
COBSAfererN2
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Today’s
World News
At a Glance
Compiled from Associated Press
SACRAMENTO - Assembly Democratic Leader Jesse M. Unruh told a
labor conference yesterday that Gov.
Ronald Reagan is running a "goverzunent of the elite, by the elite and
for the elite." Unruh, vvho may run for
governor against Reagan in 1970, asserted that you "have to go pretty far
to find anything that isn’t. White,
vvealthy and Republican in the Reagan
administration."
ANN ARBOR, MICII. - A growing
rent strike at the University of Michigan threatened yesterday to spread
to other college campuses as students
continue to fight "exorbitant rents
and unsafe Ihing conditions."
WASHINGTON - Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird yesterday offered to consider chang,es that would
improve the college Reserve Officer
Training Corps (ROW’ program, but
said, "We are not prepared to see the
ROTC program degraded in any way."
WASHINGTON - In response to
widespread complaints about the current system touched off by the danger
of an Electoral College deadlock in last
year’s election. the House Judiciary’
Committee approved 28 to 6 yesterday
a constitutional amendment that vvould
provide for the direct, popular election
of the president. However, ultimate
passage by- two-thirds of the House
and Senate and ratification by the
states is doubtful.
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Absent-Minded
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RTANSTATE

By JINI BROADY

SAN JOSE

Nlan, we’ve got problems.
Fascinated by the desperate iuternal
struggle we are etnbroiled in, Americana
have become absent-minded.
We’ve forgotten that the specter of
world nuclear destruction still hangs over

When the press is free, it may be good Dr bad -- but certainly without
Albert Camus
freedom it can never be anything but bad.
Bill Hurscbmann

Editor

Roger Chapman

Advertising Mgr.

our heada.

And once again, Red China has pubassist utt in our
headlong rush to oblivion.
Defense Minister Lin Piao has counseled
his 600 million underlings to prepare for
nuclear war with both the U.S. and the
Soviet Union.
Though not really an earthshaking
revelation compared to past tirades
against Imperialism and Revisionism,
Piao’s statement should renew or revitalize
efforts to completely halt all atomic testing and development.
The world must be made aware that
this is not a case of kids in the stre,et
stockpiling snowballs. NVith the first
’tunny day, snowballs melt. They were
harmless anyway.
I.ikewise with aircraft carriers, battleships, troops and napalni, though motion*
subjects they are. The live,’ they elintinate
amount to only a whitecap on the sea of
humanity.
But nuclear war will boil that sea into
licized that it is ready to

Editorials

Issues Secondary?
What the hell is going on in this
year’s A.S. election? As if students
weren’t going to have a hard enough
time choosing a ticket to support. out
of the eight -and -one-third possibilities.
we’ve seen the issues relegated to secondary importance in what some on
the inside are calling "the dirtiest campaign in SJS history."
At first. Spartan Daily reporters folItmed the candidates. listening to what
they had to say about their tickets and
their platforms. But in recent days
they liae been put in the position of
ha% ing to chase around checking out
rumors. conveniently supplied by the
candidates in this race.
Candidates have objected that the
Spartan Daily has made some errors in
its election cmerage. In some cases
their complaints may he justified. We
submit, howeer. that a reporter can’t
do a complete job of reporting if lie is
busy checking whether one candidate
stole a dime from a blind man’s cup
and used it to buy licorice for his eight
opponents.

Candidates. or their camps, have
supplied the Daily with "information"
about Dave Aikinan. Marles Alaimo.
Steve Burch, Rob Foss, Bob Kelley.
Bill Langan. Jim McMaster& Jeff Mullins, Grady Robertson and others.
We want to make it clear that we’re
not talking about the pointing up of
discrepancies in the qualifications of
Various candidates. We are speaking
of charges that have been made. We are
talking about the continents that could
proe to be libelous or slanderous if
made public! If everything was taken
at face value, we wonld have to con elude that only "crooks" run for A.S.
office.
Reporters have been lied to. They
lime been ’’fed" malicious "facts"
about candidates in the race. And
they’ve received conflicting reports of
every incident from the different
camps.
Tired of this type of "submarining,"
we now challenge the people involved
in mudslinging to put up or shut up
B.B.
on the record!

"Well, I liked the ’old Nixon’ one helluvalot better ...!"

Today is your last chance to v ote in
the 1,--oeiated Students (A.S.) general
election.
In the past. the majority of students
on this campus have failed to see the
reit.% ancy of bothering to elect a stip
dent go% ernment. Although this may be
the ease again this year, it does appear
that a v ery large number of students
are Noting. Simply look at the turnout.
Thi- shims a concern.
Xs we have related before. all facets
of the political spectrum are represented in this election. The voter would
find it difficult to plead that no one
represents his political philosophy.
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Voting is an easy thing to do. It takes
only a few ininutee out of your day.
And it actually could benefit either
you or your friends who will be at SJS
next year.
Take time out to vote. Show that you
are concerned. It only takes a minute.

Staff Comment

Law and Order
By BROOKE BROOKS
I’m beginning to think that this is the
way most students would like to see law
enforcement run.
Situation: an officer is busting a marijuana party.
Officer: You’re all under arrest.
Harry Hippie: Just a minute, pig. What
do you think you’re doing? We’re not
bothering anybody.
Officer: I am doing this for your own
good. l’m sure you know pot isn’t the
most healthy thing in the world.
Harry: Listen:There’s probably somebody driving around right now stewed to
the gills, and you want to arrest us?
Officer: Well,
guess you’re right.
Harry: Okay then, flake off.
The officer flakes off and finds somebody driving around, stewed to the gills.
Larry Lush: You Jerk. You practically
caused me to have an accident pulling up
so close to me.
Officer: Well, I’m sorry about that.
I,arry: Well, you should be. I’m not
bothering anybody. This must be that
police brutality people are complaining
al t. There’s probably a bank being
robbed right now, and you want to arrest
me?
Officer: Well, I guess you’re right.
The officer now finds a bank being
robbed, and the robber is starting to rum.
Officer: Halt, or I’ll shoot.
Innocent bystander: Listen fuzzy wuzzy,
don’t you dare shoot that poor boy. fie
can’t help the way he is. He’s really not
bothering anybody. Resides, you probably
scared him enough that he’ll never do it
agdin.
Well,
guess you’re right.
Anti so on and too on.
Good grief, I’lis &Muting hew and
order. Hooray for me.

In the ’50s and early ’60s, nuclear threat
a source of national unification
("Hey George! Bring the fainily over tonight and we’ll have a fallout-shelter
party.")
But now Civil Defense pamphlets have
abandoned the mild, PTA’s have ceased
to invite scientists to foretell of the im.
pending holocaust, and there is no longer
great individual concern over annual
milliroentgen absorption.
Why has American suddenly forgotten
the prospect of a world without life?
Do we consider civil disordex more hit.
mediately threatening? Or tlo we chuck it
all in one bag and escape in token on the
nose of Apollo?
Maybe we just don’t give a damn
anymore.
In that case. it is time for the bomb.

1
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Phonies; Criticism; ROTC
’Ministers’ Questioned
Editor:
people

The

who accepted the minister cer-

tificates are just as much phonies as Dr.
Hensley is. According to Dr. Hensley, you
could become part of his church and still believe there is no such thing as a church;
which is kind of ridiculous. He has to be the
exception of Mr. Magoo.

thing

lives, rather than face the

He

laughs at

every-

and everyone including himself; espec-

ially those who believe him and follow his
ways and beliefs. He said he thinks everyone
should have the opportunity to have a Bible
In their home, and if they should believe it
and follow its teachings. But, he does not
believe in the Bible.
If he does not believe in the Bible, then
why does he quote scriptures from the Bible
and use them as actual fact? He also says
he believes in reincarnation. Hah!
wonder
what he thinks he will come back as?)

He says that his purpose of making everyone ministers is to join the state and the
church, but actually what he is really trying
to do is to have so many people become ministers that eventually in order to become a
minister it will be required for a person to
be a college graduate. He sure is putting one
over on the people and the government. He
is not doing himself any good either.
Are you a phony, too? Then. don’t he one.
Richard Cash
A12081

Any Good Happening?

of the

to be included within the collc-go curriculum
These courses of study are as academic as
those in many other departments on campus.
If one says that ROTC is partially responsible
for war, I suggest rather that the civil education of contemporary politicians is to blame.
Should we abolish the mathematics department becattse it teaches a subject applicable
to cannon trajectories. or the engineering
department which teaches many subjects applicable to warfare, or even the economics department because it promotes understanding
of an economy which at present is supporting
the war?
ROTC is no more responsible for the preterit
situation than any of these other curriculums,
and hopefully it puts better educated men in
control of the military. Who would make the
more rational man at the switch -- an
academy graduate with a limited amount of
expmure to non-military education, or an SJS
ROTC graduate, who should have picked some
feeling for humanitarian liberalism from being
immersed in it daily while at this college.
There is no coercive pressure on students
forcing them into the ROTC program. Only
those vvith an interest and desire to enroll
will do so. However, denying a minority of
students the right to have a course of study
offered for credit because of the transitory.
political mood of a larger number seems to
be in direct contradiction of another popular
cause, that of instituting new courses especially designed for minority groups.
John Sullivan
A6999

Editor:
In reading the Daily, I have noticed that
about 80 per cent of the articles criticize ih
one form or another, 5 per cent (the ads)
simply report, and about 15 per cent (usually
on the sports page) report in an unfavorable
manner through no fault of the Daily. I
have two questions. Is anything good happening on crunpus? If so, how can we stop
this problem before it gets out of hand?
R. Minot., English
A7I59

ROTC Revisited
Editor:
Recently the, big push is on to eliminate
the Rare programs from this campus and
from many others in the country. The general nature of the group actively pursuing
this end is the same as that of the group that
five years ago effectively closed down the
U.C. Berkeley campus in the name of "Free
Speech." Having been out of school that time,
I feel I must have strayed from a certain
mode of thinking, because now I see, in place
of the drive toward ideological, individual
freedom of some years back, rather a coercive
program promoted by a faction of students
W130, in setting themselves up as the "elite,"
ate making the decisions for the whole body
of students. While denying the right of legislators and politicians to direct the educational process, these students would deny their
fellow students, albeit a minority, the opportunity to take certain courses of study. In
particular I refer to ROTC.
Does ROTC interfere with a liberal education? Those with this opinion show a marked
lack of confidence in the persuasiveness of
the liberal atmosphere which surrounds the
stildeht When not in his ROTC classeS. ROTC
going to change students. Most have
ih. the program 5111 its to hsrve a measure 01’ contml aver the direction of their

not

uncertainty

draft.
It is said that ROTC is not a fit subject

most mixed-up person in the world with the

Last Day- To Vote Today

dead vapor.

Thrust and Parry

II

Poetry
By RON LENT
Lying on my bed with nary thought
The mind wanders all for naught
Slowly the time ticks away
The minute to hours: the hours to day
Head spinning at a bizarre rate
Eyes open but nothing’s straight
Tipsy turvy I dare say
But no longer with time to play
Bead aches and my heart has pain
As my eyes begin to rain
Drops of loneliness and shame
And only myself to blame
Want to live but don’t know how
Diploma in hand, I’m leaving now.

WENTDOW
111

ON
WASMNOTON

By RAY
The "American Higher Education Syndrome" is stifling the economic potentiality of American youth today. We in
the U.S. are suffering from a social
fanaticism called the "Got-To-Get-ThatDegree Blues."
Parents and teachers, especially those
dealing with White middle-class youth,
have indoctrinated their children, and
themselves, with dreams of big-tinte shooting meaning more money in the pocket.
And all of this is done many times with
the students real feelings unheedetl.
After Russia sent up Sputnik, everybody
had to be an engineer. Remember? Today
we’re out of that partienlar fetish and into
the liberal -arts hag where students do
their thing vsith humanitiea and subse
quentiv leave school with nothing more
than a degree in general wisdom.
Hobert Finch. secretary of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW), exantined this
mad dash youth has made for the university dooratep when the Nixon Administration took office. He has footul a better
answer to the way WO’re presently maws
producing "Jack-of-all-trades, Maaters-ofnothing" studons.
"Developing community collegea," Finch

GILES
said last month, "is a very important factor in really helping the disadvantard,
became we’ve been terribly weak in our
vocationally oriented programa."

When speaking of the "disadvatanegd"
in this case, he’s not reatricting it to those)
economically and educationally behind
(Blacks and Browns from poor educational systems). He also means those of all
ethnic backgrounda who would much
rather learn a trade rather than learn to
tieemid-guess Descartes or draw green and
blue circlet; on canvas and call it art.
Where we have gone wrong 18 to place
pressure on high schoolers to think one
college. And those who
dimensionally
enjoy working with their hands are out
in left field in auto shop classes.
High school level vocational schools
might he the beginning. Two-year vocational colleges the next. Another might be
to grant the same draft deferrals to trade
school students ati P.E. majors who jump
off a three-meter hoard a few times a
year, reeeive.

The college student is not better than
his former schoolmate who is working and
ientiling ter weld and build with his listith.
A mau’s pride in himself is what ha has
clone, not illeft it* hat’ been.

g.
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Nimble-Fingered Coeds Fashion Woven Designs

Photos by John Itobert Muir

Lady Loomsfers
The young ladies who weave
daily in the Art Building under
the tutelage of Mrs. Gladys Vogelman, associafe professor of
art, have to be a dedicated
group indeed. Two or three
weeks are necessary fo string the
loom before any weaving can
actually take place.
While some of the girls fashion afghans on their looms, others
occupy themselves with making
neck straps for guitars, belts,
or free -form designs.

SPAGHETTI
SPECIAL

wrewer

WE RENT TELEVISIONS

All You Can Eat

Immediate Deliver).

Mon.-Burs
72 E. Santa

Tekeigen
292-3457

ANGELO’S

1850 W. San Carlos

BATES FLOATERS !
THE MOST POPULAR LOOK
ON CAMPUS

POLITICAL

Bates Floaters for style, comfort, value and
satisfaction. Handsome combination of
rough shag leather and touches of smooth
like no one
gives you a distinctive boot
else’s. Beneath the facy exterior lies a heart
of comfort. Your feet rest on thick crepe
soles. Come get Bates Floaters in our Shoe
Department.
-441/41$414%,,,

817.93

BILL’S
COLLEGE
PHARMACY

1

PAID FOR MY A.R.M. COMM.

The easiest way to get
a Volkswagen in Europe
is to buy it here.
iininfilimummilffilinimilmiiiiiiiiiiiiimilimiliumimmuilimmiiiiiiut
=_ lo HIMSL VOLKSWAGEN
lose Croi;
= 1560 NORTH FIRST STREET
Manager
= SAN JOSE
Overseas Delivery
2116-11800
F... I’m in‘eresfed in buying a Volkswagen her and picking
= it up in Europe. Please send ma your illustrated brochur
E end price list.
1 Name

.1,1t01,10
it.

Aildress

Phone
State

’’’’"
Zio Code

Gillette Foamy

South
I Oth
Street

440

value
Brill Creme
Rinse $1.00 value

66

E. \A, illiam

Mother’s Day Cards
F:1

gligitliiiiiiTilliTIMMTliMMIIIIIIMIIIIMMITTITENOUfilliffiallaiTiTITITIllr

The place to go!
& Wid.r

PRESCHIPTIONS
.

GRODIl\l’S
Almaden
Fashion Plaza
Valley Fair South San Jose
Mountain View
San Antonio Center
Fashion Plaza Fremont
Shop Monday through Friday %I 9:10

lora
STEAK
HOUSE

$1
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Carlos Eyes Sprint Record in Invitational Meet
It) DON HANsEN
Dail) spi rt. Brit .1.
The world record in ttie 100
yard dash is populary considered
hallowed ground, mainly because
it ...irries the grand title of "the
fastest

human"

along

with it.
John Catlos. the SJS super
sprinter and pending world record holder of 19.7 in the 200meter dash, will be tampering
with that hallowed ground this
Saturday when he takes the
blocks against Charlie Greene.
former University of Nebraska
flash.

El

Greene is the co-holder of the
100 title. which stands at 9.1.
along with Jim Hines and Bolt
Hayes, the first man to do it
and who is now El star flankerback with the Dallas Cowboys.
Carlos has gone so far to predict he will break the world record in Saturday’s San Jose Invitational against Greene and if he
says he’s gonna do it, he usually
does.
Running all alone at the Mt.
San Antonio Relays last Saturday, Carlos clocked a 9.2 and
said later. "I wasn’t really pushing it but if I’d hail some competition I probably could have run
.Tohn has set for
The goal.himself th.
.11 are fantastic.
foresee,.., ia
horning speed
taking him 1,,
hoot’ 8.8 in the
SPARTAN LEE EVANS, the top 440-ya-ci dash runner in the
world, will run in Saturday’s SJS Invitailonal track and field meet
on the Spartan oval. Evans will compete in his specialty and also
will run on the 440 and mile relay teams. Evans has a fop open
quarter time of 46.8 but was clocked in a fantastic 44.5 while
closing a 30-yard deficit in a recent relay.

Adams Paces
SJS Golfers
II

placed seventh in last weekend’s U.S. Intercollegiate Invii itional at Stanford leading SJS
-

RACERS
BOB-ONE
Joins The
Jet Set!

thud elace finish behind
and Stanford.
Adams. a sophomore. shot 78’71-74 for a 54 -hole score of 226,
seen
strokes behind winner
Gary Sanders of USO,
Adam., who was the low score! tor the Spartan. in the Western Intercollegiate Championship at Pasatiempo early this
month, was praised by SJS
Coach Jr try Vioom for "showing
1. e in high-level competition."
Stt.e Bohn of SIS shot an 82
II the fiist round but came back
J.t a 73 and a 77 to place 21st
ri a 234 score.
The Spartans. who have a
12-1 record this season, will play
Stit.1 ad Firday at Stanford. It
will be the final college dual
match of the season for the Spartans. who meet the Olympic
Mit Sunday and the Alumni
week.

100 and 19.6 in the 200 meters.
"If Greene or somebody could
push me for 75 yards, ld take
care of the last 25 myself,’ said
Carlos when queiitioned as to how
he would accomplish such an unbelievable feat in the 100.
Greene has been shawing his
old world record :citing form of
late and ran a 9.3 last weekend.
beating former Montiiomery High

Record Rhythm
For Big John
In 100 Dash
By CHET WOOD
Dully Sports Editor
Now I’m no C’asslus Clay,
But listen to what I say.
If Big John says it

go,

Then I have ta think no.
SO Mille to the Big Meet.
It

be quite a treat.

The "Cat" predicts an 8.9,
That’s world record ttrne!

School of Santa Rosa star Mel
Gray who is now competing for
the University of Missouri.
"I’ve run against Charlie about
20 times and he’s won the. majority of the races." admits Carlos, "but I’m gonna be ready for

Individuals Outstanding

Diamondmen Meet Tribe ’Thin’ Linemen

Ti.
11,,e1.11 team \%ill
hope for
tirvw,1 out,tanding
indii,lital efts! ol,..n it meets
the L’oiersit
’Jiro:snit at
San Jose Municipal Stadium tonight rit 7::30.
The Spartans’ Don Kinzel and
Maris Pantels put together their
best weekend of the season as
the Spartans won three games in
four tries.
San Jose moved into a threeway tie for second place in the
West Coast Athletic Conference
by downing Loyola 7-4 Friday
and splitting :1 doubleheader

Soccer Opener
.,..wertill SIS soccer team
opensprite,. practice schedule i..1112.1it against Stanford on
the Si ..1 tan football field.
The SJS junior varsity plays
Menlo Junior College in a 7 p.m.
preliminary.
Mani Hernandez, r e ce ntly
named the top college soccer
player in the nation, will lead
the defending Western Regional
and Western Intercollegiate Conference champions into the fray.

,ith Si Mary’s, 4-2 and 18-7.
Sin .1,, \%ound up the four-day,
tour-game weekend by edging
the San Diego Marines 9-7 in
10 innings Monday.
Kinzel. a senior second baseman and outfielder, hit three
doubles and a 10th inning home
run to pace the Spartans over
the Marines.
Shortstop Tom Corder, SJS’
All America candidate, tagged
another long home run with a
man aboard in the early part of
the game to keep the Spartans
close.
The pitching crew got a workout as Jay Fike, Bob Holmes and
Terry Hughes shared the chore.
Hughes pitched excellently as
he struck out five batters in
three innings to get the win.
Holmes threw three good innings before allowing two run.s
and giving way to Hughes.
Pantels, who has been in a
slump of late, tripled, doubled,

AUTO
INSURANCE
Ages 17.26
Single or Married
New low rates for young drivers. Preferred or herd to place risks accspted.

qeopfe

Let success show

a

little

with a fine college ring,
the

symbol of your

achievement.
Order
to

your

insure

ring

delivery

now
by

graduation. Your choice
of weights, stones and

RACERS’.

styles . . . delivery in

See The
Discount
Selector
TODAY
"ONLY"
Free Ring Drauing

four weeks.

ORIGINAL SLIM CONTINENTALS

*itaisterit SockttoPe
"right on campui"

g43

53 So. Is+
San Jose

Downtown

DALE JENSEN INSURANCE
3221 St
Crefek Blvd.
San Jose
Suite 206
242-5027

field numbers in parentheses:
Moulder No. 1 vs. Sunshine
No. 1(1); Red Horde vs. 10th
Street (2); Hoop Club vs. Drubbers (3); Moulder No. 2 vs. Sunshine (4); Gay Nine vs. Waffles
(5)
Independent fast -pitch games
at 5 p.m.:
Castle Corp. vs. Markham Hall
(1); Me and Them vs. Wolfpack
(2); APhi0 vs, Blue Flame (3);
Red Ram vs. Da Fuzz (5).
Today’s slow-pitch schedule:
Moulder Hall vs. ATO No. 2
(1); Reggie’s Raiders vs. Poolsiders (2); Me and Them vs. Sunshine Boys (3); SPE Zoo vs.
Allen Hall (4); Markham vs.
ATO No. 3 (5), and F Troop vs.
Blue Horde (6). All games begin
at 6:25 p.m.
Entries for the golf tournament are due next Thursday for
the May 16 tournament.
HEY GUYS .

Go Native!
wifh

*madam curdfi
After Shave Cologne
"Hawaiian Surf" After Shave Cologne. An original
Native Essence composed of brisk Island Citrus and
long lasting Native Spices.
10th Street Pharmacy also carries the complete line of other
Hawaiian Surf toiletry product!. for men.
Soap on Adjustable Rope
Spray Cologne
Spray Deodorant

Hamper SJ
EDITOR’S NOTE: Thi4 is
the first of a fourpart .eries
previraing the SJS football
tsam’s 1969 personnel. The first
Fart will be a roundup of the
otlenhe line; the second, the
offensive barkfield; the third,
the defensive linemen and linebackers and the fourth, tief:41She
halfbacks and special
teams.
By KEVIN DOYLE
Bally Sports Writer
Lack of size, depth and experience
are
three
question
marks facing the SJS football
team’s offensive line as it prepares for the annual Spring
scrimmage Wednesday, May 14.
"We don’t have enough competition to push our good players
over a plateau," said new head
coach Joe McMullen as he evaluated his top offensive linemen
Tuesday.
The Spartans’ line will be varied a little this year compared
to the past to compliment the
new split-back offense McMullen
has installed.
The Spartans will have a tight
guard and tackle lining up on
the same side as the tight end
and a open tackle and guard
lining up on the same side as
the split end.
The tight end position is currently filled by versatile Mark
Woods with Bruce Rosenberg and
sophomore Bob Serpa backing
up.

mita Clara

pied by senior Mickey Wharton
(6-2, 2:10).
Jay Fischer is the starting
outside guard with Don McMahon
as his backup. Fischer started
in ’the" latter part of last season
as a junior.
The outside tackle position has
Phil Volmer starting i6-2, 200)
with Mike Wells (6-4, 225) and
Conrail Pharr, if he doesn’t play
on the other side of the line, as
backups.
Although the split end position is the strongest thus far
with
Glenn
Massengale
and
Butch Ellis
it ’does lack the
height and weight of most
teams.
155)
has
Massengale
(5-5.
sprinters’ speed and is as good
as anybody on the team, according to NicMullen, while Ellis
(5-10, 160) is much slower, yet
is capable of getting open.

Sophomore Rick Alpers (6-2,
210) and senior Wayne Murakami 15-10, 2051 are battling for
the starting tight guard slot
with Alpers having a slight
edge right now.
The center position is occu************************
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Shower ’n Shave Talc
Stick Deodorant
Cologne Towelettes

4/Iorney

general
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AIKMAN!

JOHN
NICHOLSON
287-1576
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LOOK UP

*
*

294-9131
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your PSA campus rep. He’ll
show you the way to go
home for peanutsfor
whatever mom cooks best). From
San Jose to L.A. or Hollywood -Burbank, $13.50. San
Diego, $19.85. Super 727Jets.

BURCH

b

************************
No more
BULL

The tight tackle position is
held by senior veteran Frank
Fagundes although sophomore
Doug Mosebar and junior Conral
Pharr are pushing. Pharr, the
biggest man on the squad at 6-2,
240, has been switched from the
defensive line to tight tackle.
Mosebar is young, quick and
strong and has the height and
(6-5, 2391.

10th STREET PHARMACY
&

WRIIE11

and sitigleti
lioj
Fit day and hit a Poole 1’1111, triple
and three singles in the first
game of the St. Mary’s outing
Saturday for the best back -to beck offensiNe performance of
the year.
Sophomore Gary Cunningham
also had a good weekend at the
bat as he drove in three runs
against Loyola with three hits
and added three more hits in the
rout over St. Mary’s.
Coaches Ed Sobczak and Gene
Menges got solid pitching effort
frcrn the whole staff outside of
the loss in the second game
against the Gaels.
Eike received the win for his
efforts in the Loyola game, after
getting help from Holmes in
the last inning and two-thirds.
Besides Hughes getting the
win against the Marines, he
notched another triumph against
St. Mary’s in a game in which
the Gaels committed 15 errors.

Intramurals
Today’s 3:40 p.m. independent
fast -pitch softball schedule with

As I told Charlie Knickerbopper, since I started
wearing A-1 RACERS, the
original slim continentals,
the jet set just wouldn’t
let me alone. I had to join
them instead of fighting
them. $8.00 to $11.00

If nature should take its
course and let the wind blow,
God only knows what the time
8.5 or so?
would be maybe
MUSCULAR DICK MARKS will attempt tc join the world -class
list Saturday when he meets some of the nation’s top shot putters in the 5..IS Invitational on the Spartan oval. Marks, who
set the school record of 61-3 earlier this year, will meet Bruce
Wilhelm of the Athens Club. Wilhelm has a best of 64-6 this
year and holds a victory over Marks.

Entries for the coed two-man
volleyball tournament are due
today in the intramural office.
The double elimination tournament will include competition in
open and novice divisions. The
first round is Monday with play
continuing for a week.

ASK

wait rind
him Saturday, y.,,t
see."
You can tat that Carlos will
be good and ready for him
thing have chaneM since then
and Carlos has been making a
big nitine for himself with great
times despite a lack of competition.
Greene won’t be the only man
entered In the 100 who can give
Carlos a run for his money as
the field contains six other contestants who have bests of 9.5
or better.
Last yeat’s Santa Clara Youth
Village sprint stars Billy Gaines
and Jerry WIliams, as well as
SJS speedster Ronnie Ray Smith,
won’t be counting themselves out
of contention either.
Gaines has to be termed the
sleeper of the race, and zipped
to an unofficial 9.2 in an :dimmers meet two weeks ago,
while Williams, who was still
getting into slimpe finished in a
fast 9.5.
Ronnie has a best of 9.5 this
season and is a no-holder of the
100 meters world mark of 9.9.
Hopes are up that the ususl
above the allowable limit of wind
which h;ts been nullifying outstanding times on the tartan
track this spring will not show
up at the meet.

PM ohm you UM

Campus
Women
Honored
As part of W0reeiCs Week,
Pres. Robert D, Clark prtsented
five faculty members and 18
students with awarcis for servie,. to the college. to the community and fur academic achievement at the Outstanding Women’s Tea last week in the Faculty.
Room of the cafeteria.
Faculty
women
receiving
awards Wen’ Mrs. Ruth Aubrey,
assistant to the dean of Graduate Studies and Research, Dr.
Ardith F’rost, professor of recreation, Mrs. Lucille Greenberg,
professor of recreation, Mrs.
Ruby Gull’, assistant dean of the
School of Business, and Joyce
Malone, professor of women’s
physical education
Students honored were Merles
Alaimo, Sharon Boyarsky, Janis
Brady, Christina Brooks. Cynthia Coutts, Florence Moon Enau,
Carol Falconer, Linda LuAnn
Hall, Carol Hanson, Karen Jones,
Jacalyn Loomer, Joan Maher.
Vicki Reid, Nancy Reynolds,
Christine Schirle, Ellie Slack, Denise Vouri and Janet Williamson.
Nominees for the awards were
recommended by presidents of
campus organizations and living
centers and academic department
heads. Members of the selection
rommittee included Dr. Mary
Brown, head of the department
of Women’s Physical Education.
Mrs. Bernice Ryan, assistant director of the Housing Office,
Trudy Joselyn, chairman of the
All Women’s Week. Susan Sullivan, Secretary of All Women’s
Council, and Om11 Palm, president of Black Ma.sque.

Operation SHARE Gives
’Slow Learner’ Boost

SJS students are needed to
participate in a research project in hypnosis at Agmew State
Hospital, sponsored by Associated Psychologists Dr. Jack Nidever and Dr. Leslie Waldo.
Interested students may file
applications in CH157. After
screening, students will be paid
$2.50 per hour for their services,
according to Dr. Nidever

-Prejudice is only skin deep."
"Getting involved is the easiest
thing

--Yhoto by John Robert Muir
OUTSTANDING SJS WOMEN honored during Women’s Week are, seated (I to r), Karon
Jones, Jacalyn Loomer, Christina Brooks, Marles Alaimo Janet Williamson, Linda LuAnn
Hall, Sharon Boyarsky, and Nancy Reynolds.
Standing (I-r) are Lucille Greenberg, professor
of recreation, Christine Schirle, Ruby Guill, assistant to the School of Business dean, Carol

ri
El

Rob
Foss

Bob
Ei Kelley

By STLVIA FRAIRE
Campus Life Writer
Down

the

way

whcie

the

nights ate gay,
and the sun shines daily on the
mountaintop;
I took a trip on a sailing ship,
and when I reached Jamaica
I made it stop.

gically, and that is how foteign
student Pearl Ashman feels about
getting home to her native Jamaica this sununer. She sayS tier
stay iii the United States has
"educational,"

been

but

she

misses her family, friends, and
the warm society of Jamaica.
California,

thinks

it

is

lAcM.tes, Foss

the

were not for hee family and the
job at home to which she is so
dedicated, she would like to stay
in this country wotking with the
young people of the minority
group community.
Pearl feels her gains here,
however, include an awareness of
what could be done in her own
country, if there was money for
it, in the vvay of classroom Instruction; but the economy is not
well enough developed at present.
However, she says, much of what
she has learned here can be modified to suit the situation.
She admires the school facilities, the physical plant of the
schools, and the teaching aids. In
Jamaica, she says the facilities
are not so nice, working conditions are worse, and salaries are

i
-i. tg, .

,

fusing to come into a society so
different. Jamaica

is

primarily

tion problem. - - Su many races
colors

live

together

there

Her country’s motto is "Out
of many, one people."
Of course, she says. it is such
a small country, the people cannot very well avoid each other
or isolate themselves, as is more
the case here.
"It has been very confusing
and sometimes painful," she says
of her stay hem; "it has been an
experience which has not always
been pleasant, but one I would
not have missed. I have learned
people are people evetywhere,
and the children ale always a
delight."
Her warmth and rapport with
children is evident to the observer. She tells them marvelous
Jamaican ghost stories, and their
faces are taut with absorption,
she entertains them with Creole
English too, which she says surprisingly often they can understand.
Pearl, one of four Jamaicans
on campus, is earning her Master’s Degree in school administration this year. In Kingston,
her home, she is a general supervisor of teacher education at
Shortwood Teachers College.
She likes working with young
people best, and she says if it

EsockoRGE
IRONED HAMDEN)
SAN JOSE CIVIC ADD.
Friday, May 2 - 8:30 p.m.
Tickets: S3.00. $4.00, $5.00

,

She tendered one criticism of
the schools she has visited here,
saying she does not altogether
approve of the permissive attitude she finds. "But we could
lean a little more that way in
our schools in Jamaica." she remarked; "it is a mistake to be,
either too permissive or too
strict with the young."
In addition to staying busy
with her career, Pearl says her
hobbies, art and drama are engrossing. She belongs to an amateur drama group and also is a
regular perfotmer in radio piesentations on a Kingston station.
"It takes a lot of time, but I
enjoy it," she says.
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STOCK from WHITE STAG, THTRMOS, ANTON

FLOOR
SAMPLFS
WHITE

TENTs DEmoJ
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R.47NTALS 1
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STAG 0 THEP:MOS
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ANTON AHD OTHER FAMOUS MAKES!!
RIMINCIIIIMIINIELIIIIRWPIrM901R?
2-MAN
MOUNTAIN
UMBRELLA
SIDEReOM
CALVN
CHALET
FINEST FABRICS
ELEMENT CLOTH
COUGAR CLOTH
Pimis COTTON

BEAU TIES I
Campus Life Editor’s Note:
Pinning, engagesnent or marriage
announcemente may be turned bi
to the Spartan Daily OffIre (Je
208) ens time.
PINNED
Janice L. Walker, senior French
major and member of Alpha
Omicron Pi from Santa Clara,
to Michael D. Sweeney, senior
radio and television major arid
member of Kappa Sigma from
San Jose.
Judy Gourley, junior home economics major and member of
Alpha Ganuna Sigma from Millbrae, to Timm Slater, junior forest*. major and member of Alpha Phi Omega from San Jose.
ENGAGED
Gall Washburn, junior physi-

cal education major from San
Jose, to Cturt Ridgeway, sophomore electrical engineering major and member of ROTC from
San Jose. The wedding is set
for Aug. 2. 1969.
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Canteens, Cite; Scout Axe, 99c; Lantern, 1.99; 0.I. Shovel, 1.99; G. I. Mattox, 1.9 ,
Water Buckets, 99c; Knap Sacks, 99e; Gold Pans, 1.29; G.I. Mcss Kit, 99e; Camp Stools,
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CoL Sander’s

4n. ea)

2ta
RIP.STOP NYLON COVER
3
RIP-STOP LINED
EXTRA LONG BAGS IN STOCK

CAMPING ’GEAR

So put away your frying pan and cotne lisit
us today. Take adantage of our se%en day
sem ice. Col. Sander’s is a specialist when it
cotnes to crispy, fried chicken, and golden
ireful’ fries. And don’t forget about our
fanmus gravy!

1, M...I.LL i ON .KIER
2 LB.

STERLING
CUMATIC
100% DOWN

RIP-STOP NYLON-WEIGHS 2,2 POUNDS
PiMA NYLON-PARKA NYLON

Any day of the week - the place to eat is
Col. Sander’s. Here you can have all the
home cooked food you want in just a matter
of minutes.

12th and Santa Clara

PRAiRIE SCHOONER
FAMOUS WING TENT
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,e,
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1 -MANTLE LANTERN
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POCKET CAMPER
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OUTSIDE
FRAME
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Konne Arey, senior home economics major and member of
Alpha Phi from Victorsille, to
Bob Ainsworth, junior economies
major at U.C. Berkeley from
Washington D. C. The wedding
is scheduled for Aug. 30, 1969.
Laurie Furderer. junior English major and member of Alpha
Phi from San Awe, to Bob Davis,
now serving as an ensign in Naval Flight school at Corpus
Christi, Texas. He is a 1968 SJS
graduate and past member of
Alpha Tau Omega and Tau Delta
Phi, from San Jose.
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On Sale:
San Jose Box Office
912 Town & Country Village
Phone: 21.6-1160
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much lovmr; but there is a dedication among.the teachers. nevertheless.

pretty;

g/1

Pa,

and

but she says, "It is very con-

Quaqied

"To Build,Not
To Destroy"

Falconer, Denise Yowl, Vicki Reid, Joan Maher,
Florence Enau, Eliie Slack, Ruth Aubrey, assistant to dean of Gradute Studies and Research,
Joyce Malone, professor of physical education,
Carol Hansen and Ardith Frost, professor of
recreation. Not pictured are Cynthia Coutts
and Janis Brady.

Pearl emphasizes that she likes

*BRINIEST ENTERTAINER
IN THE WORLD*
,
’TY GOSH, HE’S TWICE AS FUNNY’

Reipelusiee

world

These signs decorate the walls
of Barracks 14. the office for
Operation Share.
Operation Share, in existence
for three years, is a program designed to deal with the c lucational problems of the cuiturally
different child by placing an individual tutor with him.
It is a county-wide tutorial
project
administered
by
I he
county Office of Educatien anti
is funded under the Elemcntary
Secondary
Education
Act
IESEA) Title III Grant.
The program was conceived in
February 1967 by Gil Solan,
projeet director. Then he had a

Jamaican Compares Homeland and U.S.

and

Jim
McMasters

the

is the type of child who drop!
out of school latei
The tiitor muit seriously believe bis tutee can achieve success. tin.1 he must desire a positive relationship with the child.
Ile works in the child’s home,
helpine hini improve academically.
There are very few child probielni, accerding to an Operation
Share worker, but one of the
!migrant’s problems is that the
child gets trei involved emotionally with his tutor, because this
is usually the first person who
has ever paid any kind of attention to the child.
Many sociology and psychology
students participate in this program ft.: part of their classwork.
Es en though there are tibout 600
veluniters, the need is still very
great. Thrwe who are interested
are,’ to :to to Barracks 14.

"A Society So Different"

peacefully," she explained.

VOTE
TODAY

in

heart iest."

Black, hut there is no segregaPoEticel

gioup of 35 volunteers and now
has over 1,500. SJS claims about
600.
Operation Share hopes to accomplish its goals by having a
one-to-one ratio of tutor to
child, by tutoring in the home of
the child anti by the implementation of a big brother-sister concept.
!nit:ally a Share staff member
will address principle orientation
sessions and teachers’ groups.
Teachers then sabinit candidates
for tutorial assistance tine: rf,
ceiving approval from the cnild’s
family. The child then is given
a volunteer.
The children who are helped
are ones that are considered potentially successful, rut alio lack
the academic e ri ti eationa I
achievement. This type of child
is classified as a "slow learner"
or "bored" child. Frequen:ly he

By BROOKE BROOK.,
Campus Life Writer

Belafonte sang about it nostal-

Study Project
Needs Students
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Carlos Eyes Sprint Record in Invitational Meet
is%

Do’s it
si.s:
sp. rt.. w.,t t.

The world record

111

ttie 100

yard dash is populary considered
hallowed ground, mainly because
it carries the grand title of "the
world’s

fastest

human"

along

with it,
John Carlos. the SJS super
sprinter and pending world reci:i .1 holder of 19.7 in the 200o t,.r clash. will be tampering
w oh that hallowed ground this
Saturday when he takes the
blocks Le.;.tinst Charlie Green..
former l’imersity of
flash.
Greene Is the co-holder of the
100 title, which stands at 9.1,
along vvith Jim Hines and Bob
Hayes, the first man to do it
and who is now a star flankerback with the Dallas Cowboys
Carlos has gone so far to predict he will break the world record in Saturday’s San Jose Invitational against Greene and if he
says he’s gonna do it, he usually
(loos.
Running all alone at the Mt.
San Antonio Relays last Saturday, Carlos clocked a 9.2 and
said later, "I wasn’t really pushing it but if I’d had some competition
probably could have run
The goals Big John has set for
himself this season are fantastic.
learning speed
He t:.,.
takilb o.,.; b. bout’ 8.8 in the

SPARTAN LEE EVANS, the top 440-ya-cl dash runner in the
world, will run in Saturday’s SJS Inviiat.onal track and field meet
on the Spartan oval. Evans will compete in his specialty and also
will run on the 440 and mile relay teams. Evans has a top open
quarter time of 46 8 but was clocked in a fantastic 44.5 while
closing a 30-yard deficit in a recent relay.

Adams Paces
SJS Golfers
A

venth in last 1,
I S,
Intercollegiate
.eti at Stanforl leading SJS

RACERS’
BOB-ONE
Joins The
Jet Set!

pl;ice finish behind
and Stanford.
Adams. a sophomore. shot 78-1-74 for a 54 -hole score of 226,
-e,en strokes behind winner
( I..ry. Sanders of USC.
A.1.0nA, who was the low scorrt bir the SPOT! Sills in the Wt.,t.
ern
Intercollegiate Champ: ,n stilt>. at Pasatiempo early this
maltti. was praised by S.1S
C oach
rry Vroom fur "showing
in hieh-level competition."
Stre Bohn of STS shot an 82
in
filst round hut came back
f.(i a 73 and a 77 to place 21st
la; it a 234 score.
Tho Spartans, who have a
12-1 record this season. will play
St,n1:rd Firday at Stanford. It
will be the final college dual
match of the season for the Spartans. who meet the Olympic
Club Sunday and the Alumni
next week.
’

100 and 19.6 in the 200 meters.
"If Greene or somebody could
push me for 75 yards. 1 tl take
care of the last 25 myself," said
Carlos when quc.tioned as to how
he would accomplish such an unbelievable feat in the 100.
Greene has been showing his
old world recoed .ett’ng form of
late and ran a 9.3 last weekend,
beating former Montgomery High

Record Rhythm
For Big John
In 100 Dash
By CHET WOOD
Daily Sports Editor
NIIW I’m no Cassius Clay.
But listen to what I say.
Big John says it
Then
So

go.

have to think so.

CO011e

to the Big Meet.

It %%ill he quite a treat.
The "cat" predicts an

8.9,

That’s world record rime!

School of Santa Rosa star Mel
Gray who is now competing for
the University of Missouri.
"I’ve run against Charlie about
20 times and he’s won the, majority of the races," admits Carlos. "but I’m gonna be ready for

Individuals Outstanding

Diamondmen Meet Tribe ’Thin’ Linemen

baseball
1,1
Win
continued out-tanding
Milt\
efforts when it meets
the l’eocrsity of California at
San Jose Municipal Stadium tonight at 7:30.
The Spartans’ Don Kinzel and
Maris Pantels put together their
best weekend of the season a.s
the Spartans won three games in
four tries.
S.tn Jose moved into a threeway tie for second place in the
West Coast Athletic Conference
by downing Loyola 7-4 Friday
;old splitting a doubleheader
h01/1’

Soccer Opener
The powerful SJS soccer team
opens its spring practice schedule tonight against Stanford on
the Spartan football field.
The SJS junior arsity plays
Menlo Junior College in a 7 p.m.
preliminary.
Mani Hernandez, recently
named the top college soccer
player in the nation, will lead
the defending Western Regional
and Western Intercollegiate Conference champions into the fray.

Ike

with St. Mary’s, 4-2 and 18-7.
San Jose wound up the four -day.
four-game weekend by edging
the San Diego Marines 9-7 in
10 innings Monday.
Kinzel, a senior second baseman and outfielder, hit three
doubles and a 10th inning home
run to pace the Spartans over
the Marines,
Shortstop Tom Corder, SJS’
All America candidate, tagged
another long home run with a
man aboard in the early part of
the game to keep the Spartans
close.
The pitching crew got a workout as Jay Fike, Bob Holmes and
Terry Hughes shared the chore.
Hughes pitched excellently as
he struck out five batters in
three innings to get the win.
Holmes threw three good innings before allowing two runs
and giving way to Hughes.
Pantels, who has been in a
slump of late, tripled, doubled,

AUTO
INSURANCE

t’

Ages I ’1-25
Single or Married
New low rates for young drivers. Preferred or hard to place risks accepted.

AS I told

Charlie Knicker
hopper, since I started
wearing A-I RACERS, the
original slim continentals,
the jet set just wouldn’t
let me alone. I had to jOin
them instead of fighting

them. $8.00 to $11.00

RACERF.i"

ASK

qeepfe

Let success show a little
with a fine college ring,
the symbol of your
achievement.
Order your ring now
to insure delivery by
graduation. Your choice
of weights, stones and
styles . . . delivery in
four weeks.

See The
Discount
Selector
TODAY
"ONLY"
Frey Ring Drawing

ORIGINAL SLIM CONTINENTALS

Vete
53 So. 1st

Downtown San Jose

cpaPtan Sook4tore
on catniiiii

Loyola Fri
and singled
day and hit a home run, triple
and three singles in the first
game of the St. Mary’s outing
Saturday for the best back-tobPck offenshe performance of
the year.
Sophomore Gary Cunningham
also had a good weekend at the
bat as he drove in three runs
against Loyola with three hits
and added three more hits in the
rout over St. Mary’s.
Coaches Ed Sobezak and Gene
Menges got solid pitching effort
frown the whole staff outside of
the loss in the second game
against the Gaels.
Fike received the win for his
efforts in the Loyola game, after
getting help from Holmes in
the last inning and two-thirds.
Besides Hughes getting the
win against the Marines, he
notched another triumph against
St. Mary’s in a game in which
the Gaels committed 15 errors.

Intramurals
Today’s 3:40 p.m. independent
fast -pitch softball schedule with

:

If nature should take its
course and let the wind blow,
God only knows what the time
would be -- maybe 8.5 or so?

MUSCULAR DICK MARKS will attempt te join +he world-class
list Saturday when he meets some oF the nation’s top shot putters in the SJS Invitational on the Spartan oval. Marks, who
set the school record of 61-3 earlier this year, will meet Bruce
Wilhelm of the Athans Club. Wilhelm has a best of 64-6 this
year and holds a victory over Marks.

Entries for the coed two -man
volleyball tournament are due
today in the intramural office.
The double elimination tournament will include competition in
open and novice divisions. The
first round is Monday with play
continuing for a week.

’N’441

him Saturday, you Isl W;111 and
see."
You can
t that Carlos will
be good and ready for him as
thing.: have chain; .(1 since then
and Carlos has been making a
big name for himself with great
times despite a lack of competition.
Greene won’t be the only man
entered in the 100 who ean give
Carlos a run for his money as
the field contains six other contestants who have bests of 9.5
or better.
Last year’s Santa Clara Youth
Village sprint stars Billy Gaines
and Jerry Williams, as well as
SJS speedster Ronnie Ray Smith.
won’t be counting themselves out
of contention either.
Gaines has to be termed the
sleeper of the race, and zipped
to an unofficial 9.2 in an all comers meet two weeks ago,
while Williams. who was still
getting inte stop finished in a
fast 9.5.
Ronnie has a best of 9.5 this
season and is a eo-holder of the
100 meters world mark of 9.9.
Hopes are up that the ustril
above the allowable limit of wind
which has been nullifying outstanding lanes on the tartan
track this spring will not show
up at the meet.

DALE JENSEN INSURANCE
3221 St
Suite 206

Crsark Blvd.
San Jose
243-5027

field numbers in parentheses:
Moulder No. 1 vs. Sunshine
No. la); Red Horde vs. 10th
Street (2); Hoop Club vs. Drubberg (3); Moulder No. 2 vs. Sunshine (4); Gay Nine vs, Waffles
(5).
Independent fast -pitch games
at 5 p.m.:
Castle Corp. vs. Markham Hall
(1); Me and Them vs. Wolfpack
(2); APhi0 vs, Blue Flame (3);
Red Ram vs, Da Fuzz (5).
Today’s slow-pitch schedule,:
Moulder Hall vs. ATO No. 2
(1); Reggie’s Raiders vs. Poolsiders (2); Me and Them vs. Sunshine Boys (31; SPE Zoo vs.
Allen Hall (4); Markham vs.
ATO No. 3 (5), and F Troop vs.
Blue Horde (61. All games begin
at 6:25 p.m.
Entries for the golf tournament are due next Thursday for
the May 16 tournament.

HEY GUYS ...

Go Native!

Hamper SJS
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is
the first of a four-part series
pre% ien ing the SJS football
ttnim’s lean personnel. ThP first
r
lap of the
rstrt will 1)1.
oftenshe line; the second, the
offensive backfield; the third,
the defensive linemen and linebackers Mid the fourth,
special
SIN e
halfbacks and
teams.
By KEVIN DovLE
Daily Sports Writer
Lack of size, depth and exquestion
perience
are
three
marks facing the SJS football
team’s offensive line as it prepares for the annual Spring
scrimmage Wednesday, May 14.
"We don’t have enough competition to push our good players
over a plateau," said new head
coach Joe McMullen as he evaluated his top offensive linemen
’Tuesday.

*************************
**
:* No
,,,,,, ,more

AIKMAN!

The tight end position is currently filled by versatile Mark
Woods with Bruce Rosenberg and
sophomore Bob Serpa backing
up.

JOHN
NICHOLSON
287-1576

The tight tackle position is
held by senior veteran Frank
Fagundes although sophomore
Doug Mosebar and junior Conral
Pharr are pushing. Pharr, the
biggest man on the squad at 6-2,
290, has been switched from the
defensive line to tight tackle.
Mosebar is young, quick and
strong and has the height and
(6-5, 239).
Sophomore Rick Alpers (6-2,
210) and senior Wayne Murakami (5-10, 205) are battling for
the starting tight guard slot
with Alpers having a slight
edge right now.
The center position is occu-

lb:wean curt’)
After Shave Cologne

Soap on Adjustable Rope
Spray Cologne
Spray Deodorant

pied by senior Mickey Wharton
(6-2, 230 b
Jay Fischer is the starting
outside guard with Don :McMahon
his backup. Fischer started
OS
latter part of last season
in
as a junior.
The outside tackle position has
Phil Volmer starting (6-2, 200)
with Mike Wells (6-4, 225) and
Conrail Pharr, if he doesn’t play
on the other side of the line, as
backups.
Although the split end position is the strongest thus far
and
Massengale
with Glenn
’does lack the
Butch Ellis it
height and weight of most
teams.
has
(5-5, 155)
Massengale
sprinters’ speed and is as good
as anybody on the team, according to McMullen, while Ellis
(5-10, 1601 is much slower, yet
is capable of getting open.

The Spartans’ line will be varied a little this year compared
.,..
*
to the past to compliment the * DULL
*
new split-back offense McMullen
*
*
has installed.
*
PAID FOR BY A.R.M COMM.
*
The Spartans will have a tight
POLITICAL
*
_______
guard and tackle lining up on 1***********************
the same side as the tight end
and a open tackle and guard
lining up on the same side as
the split end.

with

"Hawaiian Surf" After Shave Cologne. An original
Native Essence composed of brisk Island Citrus and
long lasting Native Spices.
Mill Street Pharmacy Ono carries the complete line of other
Hawaiian Surf toiletry products for men.

************************
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POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

LOOK UP

your PSA campus rep. He’ll
show you the way to go
home for peanuts(or whatever mOm cooks best). From
San Jose to L.A. or HollywoOd-Surbank, $13.50. San
Diego,$19.85. Super 727 Jets.

BURCH

Shower ’n Shave Talc
Sfick Deodorant
Cologne Towelettes
*!

10th STREET PHARMACY
&

Santa Clara

291--q131

o.

Allorney general
PD. FOR: STEVE BURCH
*,
****A1,4*************4,444

PSAsivesysuellit.
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Vl’odnesday, Apt

Campus
Women
Honored
As

part

of

W, 4114 ’I I N

Study Project
Needs Students
SJS students are needed to
participate in a research m.o..
iect in hypnosis at Agnew State
Hospital, sponsored by Associated Psychologists Dr. Jack Nidever and Dr. Leslie Waldo.
Interested students may file
applications in CH157. After
screening, students will be paid
$2.50 per hour for their services,
accotvling to Dr. Nidever.
P0E/ice!

VOTE
TODAY
ri

Jim
McMasters

Rob
El Foss

pzi

Operation SHARE Gives
’Slow Learner’ Boost

Week,

Pres. Robert D. Clark presented
five faculty members and 18
students with awards for service to the college. to the community and for academic achievement at the Outstanding Women’s Tea last week in the Faculty
Room of the cafeteria.
Facility
women
receiving
awards were Mrs. Ruth Aubrey,
assistant to the dean of Graduate Studies and Research, Dr.
Ardith F’rost, professor of recreation, Mrs. Lucille Greenberg,
professor of recreation, Mrs.
Ruby Guill, assistant dean of the
School of Business, and Joyce
Malone, professor of women’s
physical education
Students honored were Marles
Alaimo, Sharon Buyarsky, Janis
Brady, Christina Brooks, Cynthia Coutts, Florence Moon Enau,
Carol Falconer, Linda LuAnn
Hall, Carol Hanson, Karen Jones,
Jaealyn Loomer, Joan Maher.
Vicki Reid, Nancy Reynolds,
Christine Schirle, Ellie Slack, Denise Vouri and Janet Williamson,
Nominees for the awards were
recommended by presidents of
campus organizations and living
centers and academic department
head.s. Members of the selection
committee included Dr. Mary
Brown. head of the department
of Women’s Physical Education,
Airs. Bernice Ryan. assistant director of the Housing Office,
Trudy Joselyn, chairman of the
All Wortnen’s Week, Susan Sullivan, Secretary of All Women’s
Cotarcil, and Carol Palm, president of Black Masque.

Bob
Kelley

Photo by John Robert meir
OUTSTANDING SJS WOMEN honored during Women’s Week are, seated (I to r), Karon
Jones, Jacalyn Loomer, Christina Brooks, Marles Alaimo Janet Williamson, Linda LuAnn
Hall, Sharon Boyarsky, and Nancy Reynolds.
Standing (I-r) are Lucille Greenberg, professor
of recreation, Christine Schirle, Ruby Guill, assistant to the School of Business dean, Carol

"A

Society

So

Falconer, Denise Vouri, Vicki Reid, Joan Maher,
Florence Enau, Eliie Slack, Ruth Aubrey, assistant to dean of Gradute Studies and Research,
Joyce Malone, professor of physical education,
Carol Hansen and Ardith Frost, professor of
recreation. Not pictured are Cynthia Coatis
and Janis Brady.

By BItoolit: SHOOKS
Campus Lite Writer
"Prejudice is only skin deep."
"Getting involved is the easiest
thing in the world and the
heartiest."
These signs decorate the walls
of Barracks 14, the office for
Operation Share
Operation Share, in existence
for three years, is a program designed to deal vvith the lucational problems of the culturally
different child by placing an individual tutor with him.
It is a munty-wide tutorial
project administered by t he
county Office of Education and
is funded under the Elementary
Secondary Education Act
F.SEA Tate
Grant.
The program was conceived in
February 19fr7 by Gil Solan,
projeet director. Then he had a

.

By SYLVIA FRAHM
Campus Life Writer
Down the way
nights are gay,

where

the

and the sun shines daily on the
mountaintop;
I took a trip on a sailing ship,
and when I reached Jamaica
I made It stop.
Belafonte sang about it nostalgically, and that is how foreign
student Pearl Ashman feels about
getting home to her native Jamaica this suntmer. She says her
stay in the United States has
been "educational," but she
misses her family, friends, and
the warm society of Jamaica.
Pearl emphasizes that she likes
California, thinks it is pretty;
but she says, "It is very confusing to come into a society so
different. Jamaica is primarily
Black, but there is no segregation problem. - SO many races
and colors live together there
peacefully," she explained.
Her country’s motto is "Out
of many, one people."
Of course, she says, it is such
a small country, the people cannot very well avoid each other
or isolate themselves, as is more
the case here.
"It has been very confusing
and sometimes painful," she says
of her stay here; "it has been an
experience which has not always
been pleasant, but one I would
not have missed. I have learned
people are people everywhere,
and the children ate always a
delight."
Her warmth and rapport with
children is evident to the observer. She tells them marvelous
Jamaican ghost stories, and their
faces are taut with absorption,
she entertains them with Creole
English too, which she says surprisingly often they can understand.
Pearl, one of four Jamaicans
on campus, is earning her Master’s Degree in school administration this year. In Kingston,
her home, she is a general supervisor of teacher education at
Shortwood Teachers College.
She likes working with young
people best, and she says if it

Quaillied

Ae

were not for her family and the
job at home to which she is so
dedicated, she would like to stay
in this country woiking with the
young people of the minority
group community.
Pearl feels her gains here,
however, include an awareness of
what could be done in her own
country. if there was money for
it, in the way of classroom instruction; but the economy is not
well enough developed at present.
However, she says, much of what
she has learned here can be modified to suit the situation.
She admires the school facilities, the physical plant of the
schools, and the teaching aids. In
Jamaica, she says the facilities
are not so nice, working conditions are worse, and salaries are

much lower; but there is a dedication among -the teachers, nevertheless.
She tendered one criticism of
the schools she has visited here,
saying she does not altogether
approve of the permissive attitude she finds. "But we could
lean a little more that way in
our schools in Jamaica," she remarked: "it is a mistake to he
either too permissive or too
strict with the young."
In addition to staying busy
with her career, Pearl says her
hubbies, art and drama are engrossing. She belongs to an amateur drama group and also IS G
regular performer in radio presentations on a Kingston station.
"It takes a lot of time, but I
enjoy it," she says.

PINNED
Janice L. Walker, senior French
major and member of Alpha
Omicron Pi from Santa Clara,
to Michael D. Sweeney, senior
radio and television major and
member of Kappa Sigma from
San Jose.
Judy Gourlay, junior home economics major and member of
Alpha Gamma Sigma from Millbrae, to Tlitun Slater, junior forestry major and mernber of Alpha Phi Omega from San Awe.
ENGAGED
Gall Washburn, junior physi-

2-MAN
MOUNTAIN
UMBRELLA
SICKROOM
CAEVN
CHALLT
FINEST FABRiCS
ELEMENT CLOTH
COUGAR CLOTH
PIMA COTTON

cal education major from San
Jose, to Curt Ridgeway, sophomore electrical engineering major and member of ROTC from
San Jose. The wedding is set
for Aug. 2, 1969.
Konne Arey, senior home economics major and member of
Alpha Phi from Victorville. to
Bob Ainsworth, junior economics
major at U.C. Berkeley from
Washington D. C. The wedding
is scheduled for Aug. 30, 1969.
Laurie Furderer, junior English major and member of Alpha
Phi from San Jose, to Bob Davis,
now serving as an ensign in Naval Flight school at Corpus
Christi. Texas. He is a 1968 SJS
graduate and past member of
Alpha Tau Omega and Tau Delta
Phi, from San Jose.
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LISTED ABOVE ARE JUST A FEW OF
HUNDREDS OF BARGAiNS: COME SEE

pup TENTs $539
THERmos LANTERN’s zi
p".,.. ,ii es-,t.
AND STOVES
f
...

BURN .ANY GAS or CONVERT TO PROPANE

ANY

It’s Time for
Chicken

lleg
$18.91

97

GAS
FULLY GUARANTEED -DEMO

2-MANTLE LANTERN

tlAsER STOVE

BUSN5
ANY
GAS

BURNS 2ANBYURG
OR WILL
1 299
CONVERT TO
PROPANE
DELUXE OR SUITCASE DEMO
reo. 28.95

9-9

FULLY GU 4RANTEED-DEMO
req. 22.95
..
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THE STOVES AND LANTERNS LISTED ABOVE WERE RENTALS or DEMONSTRATORS

PACKERS
BACK2-MAN MOUNTAIN TINTS
RIPSTOP NYLONWEIGHS 2’, POUNDS
PIMA NYLONPARKA NYLON

the place to eat is

MADE by WHITE STAG

Col. Sander’s. Ilere you can have all the
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99

Canteens, E19c; Scout Axe, 99c; Lantern, 1.99; Gt. Shovel, 1.99; G. i. mattox, 1.9 ;
Water Buckets, 930; Knap Sacks, 99C; Gold Pans, 1.29; G.I. Irkss Kit, 99c; Camp Stools,
99c; Tent Stakes, 1Sc; Machettes. 1.90; Ammo Boxes, 99c; Ponchos, 1.99; Pistol Belts,
99c Huntin Knives - Roe - All Cam. Accessories.
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french fries. And don’t forget about our
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hicken

TA KE-HOME
12th and Santa Clara

9.tf‘ /t5,1344.9" -...5,..r

ANTON Arm OTHER FAMOIn MAKES!!
. ,-.,. wopremerrammensentrurnagPOCKET CAMPER
8 x 10
DISCGUNTS AS LOW AS

famous gravy!

SAN JOSE CIVIC AUD.
Friday, May 2 - 8:30 p.m.
Tickets: S3.00, S4.00, $5.00
On Sale:
San Jose RI/X Office
912 ’Front) K Country Village
Plume: 246-1160
(newt to Foe Theetre)
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comes to crispy, fried chicken, and golden
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WE BOUGHT THE ENTiRE FLOOR SAMPLE
1
!IL_ STOCK from WHITE STAG. THrRMOS. ANTON
12dzinsiZArna1/47-..evawa-ystzrommomarmormr3ror:

us today. Take advantage of our selen day
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BURNS

Any day of the

.
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Hundreds of
Fantastic Buys

BEAU TIES 1
Campus Life Editor’s Note:
Pinning, engagement or marriage
announcements may be turned In
to the Spartan Dail) Office (JC
208) anjtime.

-

....4

service. Col. Sander’s is a specialist when it
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Jamaican Compares Homeland and U.S.

So put away your frying pan and come

for by McM,,e

-

are very few child probvc.rding to an operation
Ico,
Simi,. %corker, but one of the
!mignon’s problems is that the
child gets trio involved emotionally with his tutor, because this
is usually the first person who
has eve].
any kind of attention to the child.
NIany sociology and psychology
students participate in this program as part of their riasswork.
Even though there are about 600
volunteers, the need is still very
great. Thrwe who are interested
ti
VI I tl / Barracks
IIPP"d
14.

’)
*

of minutes.

P,y.

who drops
is the type of cit
out of sehool late.
The liator mu : ,eriousiy betutee c.,1, :rchieve sue, I he must desire a posi’[.., iidationship with the child.
works in the child’s; home,
r,
Wan improve academ-

gtoup of 35 volunteers and ’IOW
has over 1.5(X). SJS elaims about
600.
operation Share hopes to aecomplish its goals by having a
one-to-one ratio of tutor vi
child. by tutoring in the hume of
the child and by the implemr PI.ition of a big brother-sister
cept.
Initially a Share staff member
will address principle orientation
sessions ;Intl teachers’ groups.
Teachers then submit candidates
for tutorial assistant, ain’t receiving approval from the child’s
family. The child then is given
a volunteer.
The children who are helped
are ones that are considered potentially successful. LW who lack
c tional
the academic e
riehievement. This type et child
is classified as a "slow learneror "bored" child. Erequemiy he

Different"

iiiairEinummet m Tee wear
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"To Build,Not
To Destroy"
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SATURDAY 9-6

8APANPAN DAUM’
Wednesday, April 30. 1969

Children’s Production
To Open Run Friday

Review

Art Exhibits
Display
Grad Work
11,

DIANE NliiN I ’1"1
Fin, Art, B rithr
G. C. Ant:sdell’s graphics exhibition, currently on display in
the Main Gallery, may be one
of the mo.st popular exhibits the
Art Department has ever seen.
Why? Because blown -up photographs of nude bodies are interesting to everyone.
The grainy-textured works reveal bodily curves so as to make
them appear like designs, but
enough human form is recognizable to keep the viewer’s interest
on thc black and white, one-dimen.sional figures.
Antisdell, graduate art student,
is presenting his one-week exhibit in partial fulfillment for the
master of arts degree. The show
will end Friday.
Repetition is the theme of
Grace Andriola’s photographic
exhibit in the Little Calle*:
Mrs. Aldriola is also presenting
her works in partial completion
of the requirements for a master
of arts degree.
:qrs. Andriola, who has studied
film -making at UCLA, portray,
the rhythmic patterns of life
with long strips of film, shovving
the same subject in the same
pose. Presentation of the film
strips varies from three-dimensional to the use of color

"To Build, Not
To Destroy"

OTE
Jim
Mellasters
Rob
Foss
Bob
Kelley

ee4pon4iee

VOTE
Py

fo

Photo by Rich Kelso
REHEARSAL FOR THE DANCE is seen here
as Janet Binson maintains a difficult pose. Miss
Binscri is one of the dancers from a troupe
drawn from the entire campus and many departments dancing in the current "Dance from
the Top!" presentation. -From the Top" is
sponsored by the Women’s Recreation Association, and directed by Mrs. Carol Haws,

Movie Review

ity WALT l’OST
rine Arts Writer
The only fault with the film
"Monterey Pop," is that it’s too
damn short. During a quick hour
and 20 minutes, a dozen fantastic
rock groups and artists are presented, but only for a few tantalizing moments each.
Even so, for those who were
i,irtunate enough to visit the
1967 Monterey Pop Festival, and
for those who only heard about
it, this documentary -style movie
is a beautiful recap of the per.formance and viewers of this
past event.
Director D. A. Pennebaker improved upon his Bob Dylan film
"Don’t Look Back," hy letting
us hear more of the artisl’s music. and less tiresome, pretenloos conversation. Jimi Hendrix,
ttnis Joplin, and Ravi Shankar
,,,nymunicate better while onstage, not sitting on the sidelines.
"Monterey Pop" traces the
days and nights of the festival.
Some of the performers include
the Jefferson Airplane, The Who,
Country Joe and The Fish, Simon
and Garfunkel, Jimi Hendrix,
Brother and the Holding
,,mpany, and the late Otis
l’,,,dcting. The camera-work, in.
luding the overwhelming color.
,, very impres.sive.
On a few occasions the film

Touring Guitarist
Taught by Gypsies
Performs Friday
Peter Lan.s, a young Arnerh.,
.intarist who lived a year with
ihii ttypsies of Spain to learn
filinenco styles, will appear lo(,illy Friday.
Friday at R p.m., Eans
perform at Old Town Theater in
Los Gatos. He will play music
ranging from the Renaissance to
contemporary, as well as flamenco.
For the past eneht years Evan.s
has traveled concert circuits
throughout the U.S.. South Amer.
Ica. and Canada. In 1964 he recorded an album "An American
in Spain" with R.C.A. Victor.
Tickets for the concert are $2.
They may be bought at Old
Town Theater, 354-6601 or San
Jose Box Office, 246-1160.

.Surnmer time of fords you the
opportunity to wine (Intl (line in

elrgant sploulor. wheilirr
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1401 S. Firm
at Alma

a

KSJS Log

Rock Festival Film
Short, But Brilliant

classic

choice is Nenfood

associate professor of physical education for
women. However, choreography was prepared
by students as well. ’’Dance From the Top.’
gives two more performances at SJS Friday
and Saturday, 8:15 p.m. Tickets, $1.25, are
available from the Student Business Affairs
Office, ext. 2672.

For Reervations
Plione 292-1266

rAerflows the screen and the
theater walls temporarily become part of the light -show.
When The Who destroy their
guitars and amplifiers, in their
characteristic finale. the screen
goes blank at the peak of the
destruction. A slightly bewildered audience laughs, not quite
sure whether this blackout is intentional or if the projectionist
caught his tie in the projector.
The film presents the massix
"hip" audience at the festival,
as friendly. happy individuals. No
troubles or complications are
shown. Even the police, initially
ight , become good.na tared,
flower-hokling folk on film.
Is "Monterey Pop" a one-sided
distortion? Is only the assumed
"good" side of the festival being
shown? Outside of a few discontented "solid" citizens, no one
was heard complaining about
Monterey’s annual festival. This
was in contrast to last year’s
flop.
Some interesting scenes included Mama Cass’s incredulous.
mouth-open look at Janis Joplin’s awesome performance of
"Ball and Chain," and some footage of Otis Redding, reminding
you of his great and irreplaceable talent of ignighting an audience.
For the aggravating price of
$3.00 you can see "Monterey
Pop" at the Paris Theater. in
Palo Alto. It is advertised as an
"exclusive Penin.sula engagement." Otherwise you can sit and
wait for it to hopefully mach
San Jose.
-

IONISED PROGRAM
WEDNESDAY
6:00 WORLD NEWS
6:05 LOCAL & CAMPUS NEWS
6:10 THE JIM REIFSCHNIEDER SHOW
(Top 40 plus til 8:00)
7:00 CAMPUS RADIO VOICE
8:00 16th CENTURY DUTCH
PIPE ORGAN MUSIC
8:30 UNITED NATIONS
REPORT (5 min.)
9:00 ROBERT GARCIA PLAYS
THE BLUES

"Invisible Peoph ," the SJS
Children’s Theatre production
made "along the line of a simple,
adult musical," opens its run Friday at 4 p.m. in the College
Theatre.
This imaginative example of a
m(xlern play for children will be
repeated at 4 p.m. on May 8
and 9. On the Saturday dates of
May 3 and 10, perfotmances will
be given at 10:30 a.m. and
2 p.m.
Tickets may be purchased at
the College Theatre Box Office
between 1 and 5 p.m. daily. Students and children can get in for
75 cents. The general admission
is $1.
"Invisible People" is the storY
of an 8-year-old girl and her invisible, fantasy fricnds. Phil
Flad, assistant professor of drama, is the director.
Barb Meyer ha.s the lead role
of the little girl. Cindy. Her big
brother will be played by Daniel
Husak. Carol Brolaski. who is
also one of the costume designers, is cast as Cindy’s mother.
Mr. Glopp and Nubbins, as you
might guess, are two fantasy
characters played by Donna
Federieo and Judy Foulkrod. The
leader of the Invisible Village is
General Grumixiump (Timothy
Keene). The General’s slave-like
attendant is Wince (Edward
Budworth).
Seven people mysteriously referred to as "Invisible People,"
clad in colorful attire with outlandish appearances, are Marilyn
Biaggi, Sharon Forte, Craig Hal,
bidge, Marian Haworth, Judi
Mento, Neal Newman, and Donald Russell.
One member of the cast
needn’t worry about acting like
a child. Tommy Dorst, the young

Annual Spring Concert To Feature
Combined Men’s, Women’s Glee Clubs
The SJS glee clubs under the
direction of 13rent Heisinger.
associate professor of music, will
present their annual spring concert Friday evening at 8:15 in
the Concert Hall.
The concert is free to the
public.
Highlighting the evening’s program will be accompanied works
by the Chamber Singers, women’s and men’s glee clubs, and
the two combined.
Opening the concert with three
English madrigals. the women’s
glee club will sing "What If I
Never Speed" by John Dowland,
"The Silver Swan" by Orlando
Giblxins, and "On the Plans,
Fairy Trains" by. Thomas Weekles. Accompanied by it string
quartet and celesta. the women
will close their portion of the
program with "Three Lenten
Poems of Richard Crashavv" by
Daniel Pinkham.
The Men’s Glee Club will sing
the "Echo-song" by Orlando di
Las.so arranged for tv,:o male
T David -on. and
choruses by

"Five Hunting Songs," Op. 137,
no. 1, by Robert Schtunann for
four male voices and four French
horns.
The second half of the program
%ill feature the Chamber Singers in Strminsky’s "Mass" for
mixed chorus and double wind
quintet, and the comhinecl glee
clubs in Randall Thompson’s
"Feast of Praise" for mixed
chorus, brass ensemble and harp.

at lama., i’,,,fe,sor henneth
R. Dorst, is the only mil chilti
in the play.
Choreography will be handled
by Norman Russell, while Janet
Parker will work with Miss Bro-

Photo by Rich 1(81SO
MALE DANCER TONY CORRIEA stylizes the masculinity of
the Polynesian chieftain in this dance pose from his solo dance.
Corriea choreographed the dance himself. "Dance at the Top,"
including this number, continues at SJS Friday and Saturday at
8:15 p.m. in Rm 262 of the Physical Education Recreation Building. Tickets $1.25.

Season Tickets On Sa/e
For Monterey Festival
Sea.son tickets for the Twelfth
Annual Monterey Jazz Festival,
to be held this year Sept. 19, 20,
and 21, will go on sale May l
Holders of season tickets are
assured of best reserved seats
at all five concerts at less than
box office prices.
Prices per season ticket are
$25.50, $21, and $16. The Festival will be held at the 7,000seat outdoor arena on the Monterey County Fairgrounds.
Tickets are available from the

"Justice Not Favoritism"

Monterey Jazz Festival, P. O.
Box "Jazz," Monterey, Calif.
93940.

TALENTED?
ARTISTIC?
BROKE?
If this describes you, why
College Union "Insignia g.
Search?" Pen and Ink draw- 5.
ing.

"Sandy"

s,

not submit an entry in the

** ***** ****

Sander

laski on et,:tunit. tle,ign.
veil
itnportant aspect of the show.
Pat Toner and Sandra Silva will
be in charge of lighting design,
an area where women are not
ordinal ily found,

Heller

ATTORNEY GENERAL
First On The Ballot ri
First For You by Heller, A19735
POlitftal. paol for
*****************

DEADLINE:
MAY 16, 1969
PLACE:
COLLEGE UNION,
DIRECTOR’S OFFICE
lir timre information

call 294-6 II I.

vvho wants
to go to bed
with a cold?
It’s more fun to keep going with Dristan Tablets. Dristan helps relieve
fever, headache and body aches and pains. Time capsules do not! Dristan
works on sniffles, sneezes, runny nose and stuffy head. Aspirin tablets do
not! Dristan Tablets help relieve more cold symptoms than plain aspirin...
or...any time capsule you can buy!

Ext. 2763
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NASA SciddiSts Conduct
Lecture Seminar Series
By CHERIE PUTNA:41
Daily Staff Writer
Eleven scientists from NASA’s
Ames Research Lab at Moffett
Field are conducting a lectureseminar series at SJS as part of
the Natural Science 1A -B program headed by Dr. Walter A.
Gong, SJS professor of natural
science.
William
Developed by Dr.
Shockley of Stanford and Dr.
Gong, the 1A -B class for nonmajors began four years ago.
’These visting scientists give
students a chance to listen and
talk to world prominent people
involved in contemporary research," said Dr. Gong.
Dr. Jacob Shapira will give a
talk on developing food for space
flight Thursday in S142. All students are welcome to the lectures and questions are encouraged. Anyone interested may call
the Natural Science office in
Duncan Hall.
Dr. Harold P. Klein, director
of Life Sciences at the NASA
lab, spoke to 50 students on life
science research within his program.

The objectives are "the expansion of human knowledge in the
atmosphere and space, and the
development and operation of
vehicles capable of carrying instruments, equipment , supplies
and lir.ing organisms through
space." said Dr. Klein.
On future space flights "men
will have to be fed, their wastes
removed and their psychological
a n d physiological well - being
maintained while traveling at
thousands of miles per hour." explained the scientist.
Men within the spacecraft will
be subjected to accelerated forces
during blastoff that might rupture internal organs or pop their
eyes out, according to Dr. Klein.
Attempts to solve these problems are part of Ames’ work.
Tests are also being run on inner
ear gravity sensors which note
gravity changes by tiny hairs
within the ear.
There is little chance of man
traveling outside his solar system because of the large amount
of food and fuel required. Also,
it would take six million years

Buthard Wins Nod
In Convention Race
San Jose State graduate student Art Burhard has been
elected state president of the
Student-California Teachers Association ISCTA).
Burhard, who has also been
president of the local scrA
since January 1969, was elected
state president at a delegates
convention in Los Angeles last
weekend.
The 22-year-old president-elect
presented a three point platform
at the convention which included:
more state and local SCTA cooperation, increased experience of
and preparation for minority

’Radical’ Honored
With Bond Award

"The Radical," an artistic worlc
in steel, copper. and brass has ************************
POLITICAL
won a $25 United States Savings
Aikman
Bond for Frank B. Gray, SJS
senior industrial design major.
The award was one of 58
awarded in the llth annual NaPAID FOR BY A.R.M COMM.
tional Lutheran Student Art .
************************
Award Pmgram which is sponsored by the Lutheran Brother- ***********************
hood, a fraternal insurance *
agency.

Rutz
Murphy

College Life

ir

to fit your budget

to travel to the Ili
Ct
solar
system arid back, exiil.iined Dr.
Klein.
Dr. Cyril Ponnamperuma, another Aines scientist, discussed
the beginning of life Scientists
now think life originated on earth
and will probably evolve on other
planets.
Experiments in chambers at
Ames have produced organic materials from primitive atmospheres that are the basis ol life.
"Life is only a special and
complicated form of motion of
matter. It may be considered
an inevitable process and bound
to appear in the cosmos whereever conditions are favorable,"
explained Dr. Ponnamperurna.
The scientist is considered a
world-renowned expert on evolution and the origin of life. Ile
holds a B.A. in philo.sophy. and
a B.S. and Ph.D. in chemistry.
Other lecturers include Dr. II.
Sandler, known for research in
space medicine. Dr. Shapira, who
is developing food for space
travel and Dr. R. Linebarger, involved with research in biocybernetics.
_

TODAY

Hart for further information

German Club, 2 p.m., Cafeteria
13. Final preparations for the
food bazaar. Very important.
Epsilon Eta Sigma, 3:30 p.m.,
F0104. Meeting.

28’7-6341.

IEEE, 8 p.m., E329. Demonstration on flame acoustics.
Recreation, 7:30 p.m., Co-Rec.
Volleyball tournament. Registration ends 7:30 p.m. April 30.

Circle K. Club. 5:30 p.m., Jonah’s Wail. Alf members and interested students are invited to
attend.

June
in

the

Co-Ree,

7:30

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 30
p.m.,

Women’s

Western Airlines. Majors, BS /

entertain.

tonight

Co-Rec

krunediately

end

preceding

the contest.
Teams may sign up in front
of the cafeteria and Spartan
Flookstore and in the Recreation
Building.
Prizes will be awarded for the
hest four-man team and nineman coed teams. The competition
is open to all students.

122

p.m., Newnuin Center. Donation
of 40 cents.

SJI4 Interior Design Club, 7
p.m., Hillsborough Decorator’s
Show Howe. Tour. Special discount ticket of $1.50. Contact R.

the

Center,

of the inter, leu.

acctg.

fur

Placement

Tuetida) before and up to the da3

Spaghetti Feed, 11:30 a.m.-1:30

nament. "Parabolic Curve" will

tournament will

graduate*

summer

S. Ninth St. Signups begin each

Acctg.,

Registration

and

may sign up for appointments

Gym. All college volleyball tour-

volleyball

"39. P464

Job Interviews

Tau Delta Phi, 7:30 p.m., 414
Willian St. ’upstairs). Meeting.

Co-Rec Volleyball
Sign-ups Tonight

’rhe former musician. who
found he disliked poetry, created
"construction poetry" or "measured space" to create an answer
to the problem. "Poetry," he
thinks, "should be spoken, not
read."
Lurie’s book, "Measured
Space," was published last year.
He calls it spoken music, placing orwtry in the vocal chords,
"where it belongs."
The Seattle native has appeared on numerous college campuses. lie conducts his audience
like an orchestra. involving them
in chant -poetry while "improvising along with thern."

;
:
*

rino’s Photography:
**
&
*
i!Custom Color Lab:

BENEFIT FOR SAN JOSE ZOO
Frontier
Entertainment.
DinnerDance
Village, Sat. May 17. Donation $7.50 per
person. Includes dinner, dancing, rides.
Adults only. Tickets available from:
Andy s Pet Shop (The Alameda), San
Jose Zoo (Kelly Park). Weekends Only.
MEDITATION every Tues.
YOGA
morning, 8 a.m. Allen Hall Lounge. Yogi
A. Alexander. No Fee. New College
HELP WANTED lel
invites everyone.
FREE-IiITTENS---Call 272-1121, aso
MALE RFLIEF WORKER. Fart -time 48
6 p.m. Wht rot?
r en. Residential program
ht;
’s. Excellent Social Service
FRIDAY FLICKS "The Professional.
Experience. Contact: Mrs. M. Roberts.
Morris Dailey May 2, 7 & 10 p.m.
297-6157. Hope for Retarded Children
& Adults. Inc.
,AUTOmOTIVE
MUSICAL TALENT needed for new first
class supper club, for evening entertain’60 FORD WAGON, stick. Must sell ment. Must be over 21 yrs. Opportunigoing to Lirope, $150. Call Moulder ty for favorable exposure. 258-7521 or
Hall, 294-2927, eves.; ask for Barry 264-5329. 3469 McKee Rd., San Jose.
Kincade.
WANTED: 2 Male Science Majors. To
’64 CHEVY IMPALA. S.S. 283 -Arfrtx% assist -in ,Asych. sexperiment. Troy $2.00
matic transmission, power steering. Must hr. work done on campus. April-May.
sell. Call 286.0527 between 5-10 p.m. Call Mrs. Rice 968-7548.
Good condition.
GIRLS if you’re looking for a part time
’63 CORVAIR SPYDER convertible Ex. job, with flexible hours & good pay,
don’t
pass up this ad. No experience
cond. low mileage, new top, new rubber. great engine - 4 speed. Call 287- necessary $2.00 hr. Call 287-1196.
HELP WANTED - Male or Female.
2550 $425.
1957 FORD, Fairlane, 2 dr. Hardtop Full or part time. Can earn $3/hr. & up
V-8. Good school or work car, $150. in commissions on telephone sales. 294.
Call Don after 5 p.m. eves 265-1975. 5006 or 294.5007.
’47 VW SIEGE SEDAN Excel. cond. All SPARETIME CASH WRITING OPPORnew tires. $1295 or offer. Jon. 1668 TUNITY. INTERESTED IN PLANNING
NATIONAL TV GAME SHOW STUNTS.
East Fernando St.
’58 VW, sunroof, gas gauge, rebuilt CALL WALKER 863-0077 (FOR APPT.)
ATTRACTIVE,
OUTGOING-COCKTAIL
engine, low mileage, and 4 dents. $395.
G1RLS/HOSTESSES to work part.time
265-1639.
in new steakhouse opening in Cupertino
MITEE QUICK ’50 Jeep panel 327
Excellent tips. 257-6565.
’vette, muncie 4 spd., new paint. $650. l s
Call 286-8321 eve.
’68 KARMAN GHIA convt under 6,000
miles. Radio. $2,100. Call 286-7840 after
5:30 p.m.
FOR SALE ’68 Honda CB 160. Exc
Cond. 2500 mi. Have warranty book. j
$400/best offer. Call 697-2071.
MGA good shape. Call 292-3267 or
see at 230 S. 101h.
HONDA ’64 Blue 50 cc 4,000 miles -1
excellent condition $98. Call 251-1913.

Folk mu.sic by John Detrick
will highlight tonight’s College
Life at 8 p.m., a frequent college get-together sponsored by
Campus Crusade for Christ, in
Bus. 272-2210 1
Jonah’s Wail, 10th and San Car- a from 9-5
Res. 251-3126*
los streets. The event is open to i other
*
all students.
FLICKS "The Professionals"
************************
______ _ _________ FRIDAY
Morris Dailey May 2, 7 & 10 p.m.

Payless Cleaners

’65 MGS. Black, mags, hardtop. soft
top. All the extras. Needs work. $1200
best offer. Must sell. Call Mark at 253
8348 or 296-1224.

10/0 OFF REGULAR PRICES
WITH STUDENT BODY CARD

’65 TRIUMPH SPITFIRE. Black. must sell
Best offer, 287-4309 after 5:00. Gooi
tires and body.

184 S. Second St.
751 E. Santa Clara
Two locations to serve you

FOR SALE CM

"Why Pay Mope"
105401,1050A414,4471.14,...WOWAY.444,1Wrietiolot*NASKSIA6700611100614430.51e

JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

EUROPE
Reserve Now - Space is Limited
Non Stop DC8 Jets - Meals
Great In Flight Service
I. SF/LONDON/SF (RT)
Lv. June 29 Ret. Sept. 8
2. SAN FRANCISCO to
LONDON
Lv. Sept. 3 (One Way)
3. SAN FRANCISCO to
LONDON
Lv. Sept. I I (One Way)
ITExy flights ar open to student I sculty. staff mployeet and their immediate
All p.m./now+ ’,Pt PAY SIO rgistretion le w,P, their 1r fare
PHONE (415/ 392-8513
Mail Today for FREE Flight Information
CHARTER FLIGHTS
995 Market St. San Francisco. Calif. 94103
Please mail me information on flight
Name
Phone _
Street
Apt. No
Ci
State 8, Zip

Spartaguide

-e-

Psychedelic Santa Barbara
poet Toby Lurie will direct audience participation to create an
outdoor "poetic happening" tomummy at 12:30 p.m. at the
fountain. His appearance is sponsored by Associated Students and
College Union Program Board.
Lurie, who describes his work
as "exricrimentation and simplicity," thinks poetry is "a
blend of all the elements of
music, except actual melody," including form, rhythm, repetition
and dynamics.

FURNITURE table lamps, sofa, bookcases. desks and other items. Good condition. Phone 294 8774.
FOR SALE: ’68 Honda CB 160 Exc.
Cord. 2500 mi. Have warranty book.
$400/best offer. Call 697-2071.
COMPLETE Ham Station: $249. National NCX-3, Transceiver for ssb, cw. am incl. power supply & new magnetic
microphone. Call Bob 2511913.

ANNOUNCEMENTS (11

"I hope to involve theexeetttive council more in the activities
of the local chapters through the
five regional directors," he said.

Wedding
Photography

Poet Lurie 1
To Conduct
’Happening’

Bus.

with

16

units

in

TOMORROW

Equitable 1.Ife Aweisrance Society of the United Mute% Majors, 13.S. MS But., Lib. Arts.

Angel Flight, 7 p.m., MF1,324.
All angels attend. Anyone interested in becoming an angel is
welcome.

Camplwil Soup Co. Majors,
BS NIS Bus., 13A BS Lib. Arts.

AllE, 8 p.m., Royal Lanai RecRoom, 2155 Lanai Ave., San
Jose. John Gibes, area personnel
supervisor for Pacific Telephone.
will discuss his company’s use of
the Hertherg Theories of motivation and job enrichment. All
industrial engineers and their female guests are urged to attend.
Christian Science Organization,
7:30 p.m., Memorial Chapel. Business meeting will follow.
KIS Ski Club, 13 p.m., JC141.
Club race results, election results, movie of club races, anti
plans for "Beach Party."

Physic* International Co. Majors, BS MS EE, NIE, Material
Sci., physics.

Connecticut Mutual Life hums.,
once. Majors, BS/Bus., mktg.,
finance
MBA.

or

related,

Lib.

Arts,

F. W. Woolworth. Majors, BS/
Bus., any major.
U.S. Navy. Barracks 13.
THURSDAY, MAY 1
Departnwnt of Tr:importation.
Federal Highway Administration.
Majors, I3S, MS Acctg.
TWA. Majors, Any major.

Spartan Daily Classifieds

student teaching, and opposition
to placement of inexperienced
first year teachers in ghetto
schools.
"Colleges today are failing to
prepare teachers to teach programs that are relevant to minorities and those teachers that
are being sent into depressed
areas have little or no experience as student teachers in
ghetto schools," Burhard explained.
Burhard’s duties as state president are effective July 1. He believes the local SCTA chapters
are autonomous to the extent
that cooperation for effectiveness
as a large organization is lacking.

i
;

SPARTAN DATLY-7
Wednesday. Npi

$277

WANTED: Dependable Babysitter for 9
mo. child hvo blocks from Campus. Call
286-4832.
FRIDAY FLICKS "The Professionals"
Morris Dailey May 2, 7 & 10 p.m.
DRIVER WANTED, ice cream vending
route. 30-50%. 9.11 a.m. 297-4228. Full
or part firna

$125

Z!’

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. 1 bdrm.
apt. ph. 295-7724. (in PM)
UNIV. OF ARIZONA Faculty family responsible. rent & care for home with
privacy for summer. Pay now 1644 W.
Roller Coaster Rd., Tucson, Arizona
85704.
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted $41.25/
mo. Royal Lanai Apts. Pool & Sauna.
Sr. or Jr. preferred. 272-0804.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED until
June to share apt. with 3 others. $37.50
close to campus. 294-1827.

PERSONALS 17/
AUTO INSURANCE. Lowest possible
cost. No driver refused. Monthly payments. Steve Peacock Insurance, 2488944 or 354-7513.
ENJOY THE WARM afternoons by visit.
ing San Jose Zoo in Kelly Park. Call
287-1637 for info.
FEMALE traveling companion wanted.
Leaving for Europe June 7th. Phone
Shari - 357-6023.
ABSURDITY isn’t if there’s a reason.
Dial Peace of Mind. 294-3333.
DATING SERVICE, $2.00 for life. Expert
matching, 286-4540.
J G , you’re pretty nice. B.L.
A PHI 0 FLICKS - Morris Dailey, Sat.
7
10 p.m ’The Professionals."
F W HOW’S yoJr white Lemon?

WILL TYPE TERM PAPERS, thesis, etc.
- reasonable rates. Call Bonnie Metz.
287-3681.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY. Complete
custom color from $35. Call Mr. Wall
295-9559 for appt.

Three days

3 lines
4 lines
5 linos
6 lines

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.40
2.90
3.40
3.90

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

Add this
amount for
each addilion& line

..
Aim

JO

..50

.50

SO

Four

days

Bee

HAPPY, responsible childcare call 2g4540

ringd (F5ou) nd (6)

1:1 Personals (7)
Services (13)
n Transportation (9)

D

an ad:
Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206
1:30 to 3:30
Tues.-Thurs.

M 10:30-11:30
WF 9:30-11:30

Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check,

Daily Classifieds.

Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2465
Print Name

For

Address

Enclosed 13 $
Phone

City
Li Help Wanted (4)

To Place

Make check out to Spartan

days

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION

7
f-

PROOF READING and MANUSCRIPT
EDITING. NO typing. Call 2t9-6522.

No refunds on cancelled eds. Print your ed here:
(C,ount approximately 33 letters and spaces for each lim)

Two days

Erli

EUROPE, Jet Charters, $275 3i5
trip, $175 one way. 1217 Carleton,.. .
Berkeley, 841-3965 after 5 PM%

LISERAL MALE ROOMMATE WANTED.
Own room. $50/mo. Prefer under grad.
36 So. 10th #3, 287-5402.
FOR RENT: 2 bdrm.. furn., apt. $155,’
mo. 495 E. William St., San Jose. 2986381.
SERVICES (81
NOW RENTING: Large two-bdrm. apts.
for summer. $100-$110-$120 for 2-3-4
WILL CARE FOR HOUSE
people. 508 So. I Ith. 292-7195.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED, 384 E. Teacher & wife (no kids) will take care
or apt. June-Sept. Will pay
of
house
292-8437.
Williams, $45/mo.
utilities & give best care. Write Jim
Craig, 1104 N. Willis Visalia. Cal. 93277
WE WILL DESIGN your engagement
LOST AND FOUND 161
ring and sell you a quality diamond at
a wholesale price. 40.60% off the reLOST: Red and biue scarf, Mar Quarrie tail price. Call Jim Self 286-0964.
Hall, Wed. REWARD. Call 294 1120. EXPERIENCED TYTING - ELECTRIC.
between 7-11 p.m.
Master’s - Reports - Dissertations.
Marrianne Tamberg. 1924 Harris A.’s
Call 371-0395. San Jose.
PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY SPECIAL
two 8.10’s for $12.50 also weddings,
sit.ins. riots, call for rates. F.R. DALKEY
298-0894.
HAVE YOUR CAR
WASHED BY AN EXPERT!
Do it yourself. ASTOR’S Coin -op Autowash 732 So. 1st - 804 Lincoln.
liANT A STEREO: Or a TV from Esche’s
Free delivery, free service, no contract
SIO 00 per month. 251-2598.
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast, ac.
curate. minor editing. Mrs. Baxter, phone
244-658 I.
WEDDING INVITATIONS $5.95/hundred
Free catalog and samples. Phone (416)
321-1317.
TYPING, FAST, ACCURATE, EXPERIENCED. Will edit. 2I/2 mi. from cam.
pus. Mrs. Aslanian. 2911-4104.
EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC
.erm papers. thesis, etc. Dependable,
reasonable. 294.1313.

hots
LA

One day

TRANSPORTATION 191

case.

BASYSITTING IN THE HOME while you
attend classes. Across from library. C,all
Mrs. B. Heppe, 287-0564.

11-111r77-nurn
Three lines
One day

Announcements (11
Automotive (2)
0 Far WO (3)

a tan

CUSTOM MADE Swim Suits. $7.50. You
supply ’I yd. material & I yd. lining.
Allen Hall *122. 294-8741.

U.S. SURPLUS NAVY PEA COATS, field
jackets, bell bottom pants, leather and
suede jackets, camping supplies. HIP.
PIE-FASHIONS. Lace and velvet
goodies. JACK & PAT’S THIRD HAND
STORE. 375 E. Nodding. Between 8th
& 9th, Free parking. Open Sat. & Sun.,
closed Mon.
HUMAN HAIR WIG: Dr. brown shoulder length. Head and case incl. Ex.
condition. $25. 287-3883.
SONY TC-660, 4 trk., 4 head Stereo
Tape Recorder w/auto rev. Exc. cond.
New cost $625, ask $325. 286-6378.
SEARS BfiT TkPE RECOF1DER. 7" reel
solid state, 4 track stereo. $150. 258.
7810.

0

LOST: Pair of glasses in
REWARD. Call 258-5223.

HOUSING 151

CLASSIFIED RATES

$125

LOST, Black Ice Framed Glasses in Red
Case. REWARD - 286-8795.

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
95114
SAN lOSE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
Please allow 2 days altar placing tor ad to

lesser

Days

-

r
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San Jose Apathetic

Vista Investigates

Local Skid-Row Winos’ Slow Death Revealed

EDITOics ain’t.: This, ise the tired et two
.10.44.’s skid -row
erning
articles 4.
%thus. Teedasa artiele deserily, their daily
deserity
life Mille thee neeI article.
VISTA volunteer Ray Perron’, suggestions
Parkto help the aleoholles in the: st. J.
San Jose Rescue Miasion area.

By sUser.:1N feAlie
Daily staff Writer
Less than a mile from the SJS campus
hundmds of winos and skid -row bums are
begging. sleeping in condemned houses, stilling
out of bloodshot eyes, and waiting for more
Red Mountain wine.
The skid-row wino’s home is downtown San
JOSP, pock -marked with vacant stores, dilapid111011 hotels. and vacant lots. He sleeps in the
street, the bushes. a vacant house, at the San
Jose Rescue Mission. or on a cardboard mat
under a bridge.
"I hate this fettle. I iiin’t like these people.
I want to meet nice resople who talk nice to
me," said one wino to VISTA volunteer Ray
Perron.
Perron has spent the last month helpine

the winos find food, a place to sleep, and a
new outlook on life. Originally from St. Paul,
Minn. and a graduate of Marquette University, Perron came to downtown San Jose a
month ago. He is appalled at the lack of compassion fur the drunks.
"When you confront a wino under a bridge,
sitting there, you can see, smell, and understand the years of loneliness and disappointment," Perron said.
"The skid-row alcoholic in San Jose is a
frustrated. struggling, dying pisroon. HP is an
unwanted, unloved individual, who usually has
experienced a personal tragedy, and, unable
to overcome that tragedy, turns to the bottle
for the solution," he said.
The man who drinks in St. James Park
wants to commit suicide but doesn’t have the
guts. He’s a failure in life, as judged by
middle-class standarde, and does not have the
propensity to either kill himself or stop chinking," Perron said.
There is no set solution advocated In Santa
Clara County as a way to cure, dry-out, or
rehabilitate the chronic-alcoholic, according to
Perron

Theta Ors May Lose
Intramural Title Hopes
As ’Panty Raid’ Result
Theta Chi fraternity’s hopes tor all
all -sports intramural championship
were dealt a crushing blow by a decision handed down by Dean of Students Stanley C. Benz yesterday.
In a late afternoon judgment, Benz
ruled that even if the fraternity appeals the "panty raid" decision reached
by Dr David G. Barry, interim executive vice president. the members will
still be bound by its stipulations until
the A.S. Judiciary rules on the appeal.
Theta Chi currently leads the all sports competition by 40 points, but
under the stipulations of Dr. Barry’s
decision. the 28 members of the fraternity who partieipated in a March 6
’panty raid’ are ineligible for the remainder of the intramural calendar.
Dr. Daniel Unruh, director of intramural athletics. confitmed that Theta
Chi is presently’ leading the all -sports
competition by 40 points over their
nearest opponent, Alpha Tau Omega.
Asked what would happen if the
Theta C’hi’s are unable to field teams
for the rest of thee year. Unruh (seemmented, "There are six ar(sas of comfast and slovv-pitch
petition left
softball. volleyball, fad, and track.
There are too many points left up for
grabs for them to be able to Win WithOUt COMpCting."
Unruh added that he had heard
nothing of the sustxnsion and that as;
far as he was concerned the fraternity
was still eligible to compete. "The decision is not mine. Unless someone
orders me to stop them from playing
they can eetitinees"

Discussing the reasoning behind the
of students, announcing Dean 13enz’
decision, indicated that the suspension
began when the 28 individuals received
notification from the dean of students
yesterday. He further stated, "A letter
will go to Dr. Unruh giving the names
of the 28 individuals who are ineligible.
He should receive it tomormw."
Theta Chi President Steve Sachs
had said earlier in the day, "We accept the house punishment, but as far
as the punishment for the 28 individuals goes, we are planning to appeal
the athletic suspension, We feel that
by putting 28 guys on suspension, they
are ixsnalizing the entire house."
Whether the Theta Chi’s will still
appeal has not been confirmed. If an
appeal is won. the house will once
again become eligible, but the chances
that the case could he heard before
the intramural season is concluded is
unlikely.
Dr. Unruh pointed out that the fraternity has two choices as far as intramurals are concerned if the 26 individuals become ineligible. They can
continue to compete using their remaining eligible members. or they can
compete independently under another
name and not be eligible in the all sports point competition.
Discussing the reasoning behind the
athletic suspension recommended by
the Inter-Fraternity Council Judiciary,
Hogan said, "It is awfully hard to enforce the social part. and the feeling
of the Judiciary was that the act committed warranted more than just the
social probation."

SPiep
Election

Coverage

canter ilITNCi will air live election covThe Radio
ai a an ES.IS, 90.7 FM.
erage tonight,
The RTNC staff will be broadcasting live from election central, the Spartan Daily offices, and will stay on the air until the final results are in.
During the broadeast. live interviews with the candidates, a special on
the Miner administration, student apathy, and the computer being used to
tally the votes will be featured.

Book Talk
"The Dissenting Academy.- la Theodore Roazak, will be reviewed by Dr.
John laleryman, associate professor of psychology, at the Faculty Book
Talk belay. The talk will be held in Cafetetia A and B at 12:30 p.m.

’Citizen Kane’
Orson Welles’ epic portrait of a newspaper publisher "Citizen Kane," will
be shown today at 3:30 and 7 p.m. in Morria Dailey Auditorium in the continuing film classic series.
The tweelliair film stars Ve’elles. Joseph Cotten, Agnes Moorhead. Everett
Sloane and Dorothy Comingore

Leningrad University
William Mandel’s "Centeneyrary Soviet Civilization" class takes a turn
for women when Rochelle Ziegler will chat about life at Leningrad University from a woman’s point of view tomorrow night at 7 in S164.
Miss Ziegler, a U.C. at Berkeley graduate student. spent a year at the
discus.s
Itu.ssian university under a cultural exchange agreement She
life and antics in a Russian women’s dormitory and show slides of Leningrad.

JASO Displays
A Japanese Culture Exhibition, one of many activities planned for Intrrnational week. will be presentrai Friday by JASO, the Japanese and
Americhn Students Organization.
The display program, being held in Cafeteria 13 from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
will feature color travel films on Japan, caligraphy and origami presentations.
A judo exhibitiem, a Kendo, iai. and naginate demonstration, a sword
donee, and a Japanese classical dance will he performed in front of the
cafeteria from I to 3 p.m.
efatgfellonat’reW:::N4."7:7:.::(W(l’,.

efie staaseirlearalaslaarallateMasatelalialaglieaoSelf11.1.1116

"Committees come and go, but the alcoholic
still lingers on to stagger down First street,
collecting matches, panhandling, vomiting, and
sleeping on cardboard mattiesses along the
Guadalupe River or in vacant or condemned
homes in San Jose," Penron said.
Last month Perron contacted Assistant
Police Chief George H. Cantrell of the San
Jose Police Department. He asked him if the
police conunittee on alcoholism was still in
existence. and if not, why not?
Carmen replied that the committees were
no longer functioning, because no one wanted
to get involved. Perron said Cannel’ said,
"It’s a hot potato and no one wants to touch
it."
"Last year, arrests were over 10,000 with
the cost -of confinement and hospitalization
reaching the million -dollar mark," Perron said.
Eight per cent of the police budget is used
to patrol one-third of a square mile
the
alcoholic frontier, according to Perron.
"The majority of institutions that deal with
the alcoholic in Santa Clara County mete out
self-degiadation and mental impoverishment,"
Perron said.

New Co/lege
To Sponsor
Mad Festival
New College (N.C.; and Allen Hall
are spon.soring a Festival of Madness
on May Day etomorrovvi from 1 pm.
to 1 a.m. at Al’an Hall. The college
community and public are invited to
the festival. There is no admission
charge.
F:vents throughout the day will include a fortune teller, booths for
leather and crafts, art exhibits. photography, throvving and exhibiting pottery, folksingers, kiteflying, and a
"critter crawl."
A barbecue dinner will be served at
5:30 p.m. on the Allen Hall patio.
The menu will include chicken, salad,
corn on the cob, garlic bread, and a
beverage. Advance tickets for the barbecue may he purchased for a $1 donation at the New College office, 414 E.
William St
Bands playing during the day veil’
include. "The Tree of Life." "Mother
Ball," "07,," "Down Home," and "And
Others." There will also be some special attractions and spontaneous jamming. An evening dance will begin
at 7 p.m.
All are invited to wear costumes.
A prize will be awarded for the best
costume,
according
to spokesman
Nancy Moran.
Other N.C. students working on the
festival are Spencer Davis, Anne Regner, Dennis Mobley, and Marlene
Mirassou.

Hunt Continues
For Counselors;
Turnout Is Light
Interviews for orientation conference
(freshman camp) counselors, held la.st
week, have leen extended to Friday
because of insufficient applications,
according to committee chairman Mike
Rutz.
Signups will be taken in the College
Union lobby daily from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Rutz said that this year’s orientation
conference will "focus on the problems
of the university as they relate to society." He said discussion gmups
would be smaller, with more importance ;Matted to the group leader.
"Counselors must be well-grounded
in the issues which our society must
now confront," Rutz stated. He wants
a representative gmup of counselors.
He said "a relatively small number
of Greeks have applied this year. I’m
not sure what the explanation for this
is."
The conference will be held at
Asilomar Conference Grounds in Pacific Grove Sept. 12-14.
General staff meetings will be held
this spring, with more scheduled right
before the conference
Rutz added that "an attempt vvill
be made to interesit younger faculty
in the progrtun."

S.F. ’Huey’ Rally
Two ehartered buses will be available for anyone wishing to attend the
Free Huey rally Thursday at the Federal Court Building in San Francisco,
according to an SDS spokesman.
At this rally, the court will explain
its reasoning in denying parole to
Huey Newton, head of the Black Panther Party.
The buses will leave Seventh and
San Carlos streets at 8 a.m. on Thursday. rest for the mina trip will bee NI.

"They treat the? alcoholic like a criminal,
and until that policy is reversed to one of
radical humanism, the institutions will remain
ineffective, neglectful, and only prolong the
human pauperism of alcoholism."
Perron said a welfare ease-worker told
him that the county arid the Board of Supervisor’s philosophy is that the alcoholics "are
not human beings. They should be given a
bottle, to drink them.selves to death."
Perron has suggested the San Jose Rescue
Mission on Julian Street to many winos. One
drunk told Perron, "Hell, I know how bad I
MTh I don’t have to hear them tell me."
"The services at the Mission are too
lengthy, theatrical, repititious, and in part,
theologically over the heads of most chronicalcoholics." Perron said.
"Winos have a very low opinion of the welfare system. They detest the procedural hangups, the q.n. plea.se’ greeting from the clerk,
and the message from a sweet little case
worker speaking out paternally against alcoholism," Perron said.
"Wherever the alcoholic turns. he finds that
he has to ’qualify’ for assistance. At the Mis-

sion the win. qualifitss for a meal, shower,
and clothing, if he hears the Christian homily.
’At the Welfare Department he is harangued
again and if he qualifies, or commits himself
to Agnew, or can get in an alcoholic half-way
house, he can receive assistance," Perron said.
Perron described a conversation with a
wino. "I met Tom at hobo camp along the
Guadalupe River. He is an alcoholic. and has
been on a binge fur two months. He has never
applied for welfare, and when I met him he
said:
’I want to (lie, man. I himsn’t got anYthing
to haek forward to. I lost my wife four years
ago in an automobile accident. anti I’ve been .:
drinking ever since. I’m disgusted.
’I pull myself out of the weeds everyday,
and get myself a bottle. I’m a chef, but hell,
how can I get a job like this? I’ve been doing
farm labor, hut I make a little money and
spend it drinking. Man, if I could get cleaned
up and had something to look foiward to,
maybe I could meet a woman, get a station
wagon and be happy again. Man, I need a
drink. Buy me a lxettle, man. I need a drink
. . . damn hand is shaking.’"

Simultaneous A.S., City Trials
Called Unfair and Prejudicial
By CANDY BELL
Daily Political Writer
Can a defendant who also is being
tried in civil proreedings receive a fair
trial at the hands of the A.S. Judiciary?
That is the question that started
the soul-searching of the collective
Judiciary mind about a month ago and
led to the precedent -making policy
concerning concurrent judicial proceedings.
A final decision came last week
from A.S. Attorney General Roger
Olsen. He said if his office felt an
off-campus case could be favorably influenced by determination and judgment by the A.S. Judiciary, the matter would he presented to the court.
If the attorney general’s office’s investigation of a casr shows that a
determination of guilt or innocenee
could not proceed fairly or that a student’s off-campus legal proceedings
wouid be jeopardized, the attorney general would present the matter to the
A.S. Judiciary and recommend indefinite continuance.
Olsen added further that his attire
will continue to communicate with offcampus legal authorities in an effort
to recover primary jurisdiction over
college internal affairs.
It all started April 7 when Michael
Torrence appeared before Judiciary on
a class disruption charge stemming
from a Nov, 26 fracas. He was scheduled to appear the next day for a
probationary hearing in Santa Clara
County Municipal Court on battery
charges. Torrence’s lawyer, Donald
McCollum, refused to allow Torrence
to testify beeause testimony could prejudice the Municipal Court jury He
asked for, and was granted, an indefinite delay in the .ludiciary trial until
the civil trial had been completed.
With nine similar cases still on the
semester Judiciary agenda, all also being tried in civil eourts, Judiciary
members dreamt the nightmare of
nine indefinite continuances if a policy
Were not adopted.
Judiciary’s right to hear coneurtent
cases is based on Student Council
Legislative Act 36. section 1.:
1. The college does not impose santions for violations of criminal
law as such, nor do the general
governments punish violations of
college regulatIon.s as such.
a. The imposition of college sanetiens on students for significant
interference with college responsibilities does not protect
them from local, state, or federal court action.
It. CI iminal proceedings against
students do not prevent the,college from imposing its own
sanetions for misconduct in the
special area of the college’s
responsibilities.
2. If the same action violates general law and also significantly interferes with the college’s restsmsibilities. students may be subject
to action by both the court and
the college.
3 The eollege shall tise its best efforts not to jeopardize students in
off-campus legal proceedings.
Judiciary hence faced two problems.
It did not want to sell its right to try
these campus cases down the river by
releasing jurisdiction to the civil
courts. Yet, it did not want to conduct
an unfair trial in which defendants
midi not testify for fear of jeopardizing their civil court trials.
A policy statement April 9 noted it
Jadiriary
had hoeome introssilde

to function properly and that it reserved the right to refuse to hear
cases when facts could not be fairly
determined. Judiciary ircommended to
Pres. Robert D. Clark that eases involving campu.s disturbances be remanded over to the A.S. Judiciary,
since it felt local matters were best
handled by local officials.
Behind the scenes, however, a definite plan of action was formulating.
One of the main fears of Chief Justice
Lew Solitske was that evidence presetted in the Judiciary trial could be
used against the defendant in subsequent civil trials. Worse yet, he feared
justices could be subpoenaed to testify at the civil trial. Solitske tried to
get assurance from the district attor-

ney that evidence used in the judiciary trial would not be used in civil
court. Then, cases could be tried in
Judiciary without fear of prejudicing
a civil trial, since judiciary evidence
would be unavailable. However, a civil
jury could still be influenced by the
judiciary verdict of innocent or guilty.
The district attorney, however. could
give Solitske no assurance that testimony used in the judiciary trial would
not be used in the civil trial, and he
could not promise that justices would
not be subpoenaed.
Since Judiciary then knew where it
stood in I elationship to the civil courts,
Olsen was able to formulate last week
his policy concerning the decision to
1:. a concurrent case in Judiciary.

Young Democrats Support GOP
To Restore [OP financial Aid
The California Federation of Young
Democrats crossed party lines over the
weekend to support

the Educational

Opportunity Program (EOM concept.
The
state

Democratic
legislature

hesitation"
Glendale)

Sen.
bill

group
to

John

urged

"adopt

the

without

Harmer’s

ill-

restoring $2.6 million

that Gov. Ronald Reagan blue-penciled
from the state budget to provide college education aid for minority group
students.
"The delegates felt the principle behind the EOP concept was more important that political ideology," said
&TS Young Democrat (Y170 President
Tim Fitzgerald.
"This bill is a last ditch effort, but
we have to support a hill that has a
ehanee of getting adopted to save the
program," Fitzgerald continued.
Some of the 200 delegates to the
5,000 volunteer organization argued
against crossing political party tines
and sought endorsement of Democrat
Jesse Unruh’s bill, which alms for
"about $10 million" for EOP, according to Fitzgerald.
SJS graduate Tim McGrath, now a
law student at Santa Clara Univeisity
and National Young Democrat College
representative for the Far West, introduced the pm-Republican bill resolution and a resolution commending
SJS’ Associated Students (A.S.) Council for recent monetary support of
EOP.
Earlier this week A.S. Council, in a
speeial session, placed $40,000 in a reserve fund for the EOP groups.
Both resolutions will be forwarded

Open Reg, Late Fees
Scheduled for June 6
June 6 is the only day other than
their scheduled date that continuing
students lain be allowed to pay fall
fees without a late penalty charge.
Anyone paying fees between their
scheduled time and June 6 will be
charged a $2 late fee. On June 6, open
registration will be held for all continuing students who missed their
scheduled day, without the $2 charge.
The June 6 deadline does not apply
to students with an approved fee post.
ponement or deferral

to Sacramento, Fitzgerald explained,
where the federation maintains a legislative liaison committee to lobby for
the resolutions and legislation.
Fitzgerald, John Beichman, past YD
president at SJS, Miss Addie Insel,
junior remsentative to A.S. Council
and A.S. Treasurer Dave Aikman are
also planning a personal lobby session
next week in Sacramento.

Council Votes Down
Pre-Evaluation
Of Art Exhibitions
An amendment that was deemed by
one member of Academic Council "a
subtle form of censorship" was voted
clown by that group Monday during
consideration of an Art Department
exhibition policy.
Submitted by Dr. James Heath, proof zoology, the amendment
called for the department chairman.
fessor

gallery director or Art Faculty Council
to submit for evaluation in advance of
the showing of any exhibit whose effect on a majority of students or the
general public will be such that the
underlying social significance will be
lost or distorted.
Dr. Heath made it dear in his
amendment that he did not favor censorship, but wanted to guard against
the extreme eases in which "the social
impact, may outweigh the educational
benefits" of the exhibit.
According to the policy approved by
Council, matters of exhibitions considered controversial, unsuitable, or of
questionable morality will be deliberated by the department chairman, gallery director, Art Faeulty Council and
all persons involcd in the exhibition.
Dr. Hobert Burns, academic vice
president, noted that in past instances,
college policy concerning controversial
exhibitions had been to call in professional artists from outside the college
to judge the artistic merit of the
works, Thr professional opinions gave
the college a basis to reply to any repercussions coming from outside the
ealleee eranntrinity, Burns said.

